
Allah has sent down the best statement.

(Surah Zumar, Ayat 23)
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 It gives me a profound sense of satisfaction to subscribe 
this message for ‘The Hallmark’, the literary magazine of 
Army Burn Hall Collage for Boys. A wide array of activities 
being carried out throughout the year at the College have 
exquisitely been portrayed, which reflect positively on the 
standards that the College has been able to achieve over 
the years. Being Chairman Board of Governors, I remain 
fully aware of all endeavours which are put in to create an 
environment, wherein, the students should imbibe fine 
moral and social attributes, besides attaining excellent 
academic results. I must say, the College has been able to 
live upto its traditions and rich legacy.

 Let me also take this opportunity to urge upon both the faculty and the students 
that they cannot afford to be complacent about their achievements. The College has the 
most attractive location, sufficient infrastructure and reasonable resources, therefore, it is 
incumbent upon all of us to make it a centre of excellence and the best seat of learning. 

 Dear Hallians! We are passing through a highly challenging and competitive time. The 
nations which did not invest in human capital seem to be left out. Pakistan is unfortunately 
counted among the least educated nations of the world. It is here that the role of institutions 
like Burn Hall lies, which should take the lead and prepare competent, conscientious and 
committed citizens, who should be able to lift our beloved motherland to new heights. I am 
sure, the Hallians are cognizant of their responsibilities and they will play a leading role in 
the days to come.

 At the end, I compliment the College faculty, particularly the Editorial Board, for 
composing and publishing this magazine, with a sense of purpose and commitment.

Lieutenant General Malik Zafar Iqbal, Hilal-i-Imtiaz (Military)

Message of the Chairman
Board of Governors
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 Army Burn Hall College for Boys is ranked among the 

top most institutions of Pakistan. It has a rich history and 

fine traditions. There are numerous distinguished citizens 

of our country who proudly claim to be Hallians. The past 

achievements and rich College traditions pose challenge 

to the faculty as well as students every year, not only to 

maintain the past records but also to continuously improve 

upon them. 

 Prowling through the pages of ‘The Hallmark’, besides 

having personal knowledge being Deputy Chairman Board of Governors about all activities 

of the College, I feel an immense amount of satisfaction to subscribe that the College is 

doing well in all its pursuits. All the facets of education, curricular, co-curricular and extra-

curricular, are well taken care of. A lot of efforts have been made in the past to improve 

accommodation, educational infrastructure, academic standards and living environment 

of the College. I am sure, this journey will continue even more earnestly in the days to 

come.   

 I urge upon both the faculty and students to remain always cognizant of the mission of 

the College and the role that it has to play, for providing the youth with the best possible 

education and sound training in citizenship. The Hallians have to make strenuous efforts to 

elate their alma mater to even greater heights, commensurating with the College motto.

 I compliment the Principal and his team, particularly the Editorial Board, for publishing 

a fine magazine, which has been composed with a sense of taste and aesthetics. 

Major General Nadeem Raza, Hilal-i-Imtiaz (Military)

Message of the Deputy Chairman
Board of Governors
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Message of the Principal
It gives me immense pleasure that ‘The Hallmark 2014-

15’ is in your hands. It covers a wide range of activities, 
spreading over different segments. The contributions are 
from budding writers, who have given vent to their feelings 
and emotions. This is, in fact, the purpose of this magazine 
that the faculty and students should be provided with a 
forum where they can improve and polish their artistic 
skills. No one can be happier than a head of an educational 
institution, who witnesses steady transformation and growth 
of individuals, who join as toddlers and leave as grown up 
youth. In fact, he relives with every entry and passes out with 
them. The pictures, poems and reflections by the writers fit in the overall presentation and 
certainly helped embellish the magazine. The Editorial Board and all contributors deserve 
my compliment and appreciation.

I would urge young Hallians through this forum ‘The Hallmark’ that they should devote 
their energies to their education. Their parents and the nation are spending huge sums of 
amount on their education. The best return of all this investment would be their matching 
response through acquisitions of sound education and strong personalities, so that they 
should be able to serve the nation once responsibilities fall on their shoulders. Education 
is not merely seeking good grades, but ‘ripeness’, as Shakespeare would say, or whole-sum 
development of the personality, where character serves as the bedrock. 

At the end, I once again felicitate the Editorial Board and all contributors for their 
interesting and useful contributions. I wish and pray for every success of Army Burn Hall 
College for Boys in the days to come. 

May Allah be our protector. Ameen!

Brigadier Mukhtar Muhammad
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 Pen-the first ever tool God Almighty went for is duly mightier than what might be mightiest 

in the eyes of the world. Words-the supreme creature of pen and the supreme identity of the 

supreme being are pricier than what is the priciest of the entire world, indeed priceless.

 Book-the wordless world of the words is unavoidably classier than what the classy claim to 

be the classiest of all. Yes dear readers, the book. The same is lying before you, the Hallmark! 

The petals of this very flower incense all its readers the perpetual fragrance. 

 Teacher sharing their experiences, so are the taught-Hallians. It is an account of a delight 

some circumnavigation. Besides, the book does attempt to shift its readers from the bitter 

realities of the world to an ideal state of mind, then takes them back to the real world but with 

the art how to abate as well as encounter the challenges of life. It is where students employ their 

full blast intellect to transform potentialities into realities. 

 That’s what the ultimate aspiration of every single person is! Finally, your true appreciation 

alongwith honest critique will be regarded as a milestone in further advancement as well as 

enhancement of the same-Hallmark.

From the Editor’s Pen

Editor
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The College Faculty
ADMINISTRATION

Principal: Brigadier Mukhtar Muhammad, 
  M Phil (Physics)
Chief Instructor: Colonel Muhammad Latif, 
  M Sc (Chemistry), M Ed, M Phil (Education)
Senior Instructor: Lieutenant Colonel Muhammad Khalid 
  MSc Physics, MA (Educational Administration)
Academic Coordinator: Lt Col (R) Rooh-ul-Amin, 
  MA (Internatiional Relations), 
  MA (Educational Administration)
Administrative Officer Lt Col (Retd) Muhammad Sadiq Akbar, TI (M)
Adjutant: Capt Kaleem Abbas 

SECTION HEADS

 Mr Javaid Iqbal, M Sc (Mathematics) Section Head College
 Mr Riaz Jadoon, MA (Urdu) Section Head School
 Mr Nadeem Ahmad, M Sc (Botany) Section Head Cambridge

HOUSE MASTERS

 Mr Ayyaz Hussain Zahid Shah Ismail Shaheed House
 Mir Iftikhar Ahmad Sultan Tipu Shaheed House
 Qazi Muhammad Arshad Sher Khan Shaheed House
 Mr Muhammad Saqlain Safdar Syed Ahmed Shaheed House

FACULTY OF SCIENCE

Department of  Biology

 Miss Zahida Abbasi, M Sc (Zoology), Head of Department
 Mr Muhammad Hanif Khan, M Sc (Botany)
 Mr Shad Muhammad, M Sc (Botany)
 Miss Sadaf Massay, M Sc (Botany), M Ed
 Mr Rahmatullah, M Sc (Biological Sciences)
 Miss Samia Nawaz, M Sc (Botany)
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Department of Mathematics

 Mr Javaid Iqbal, M Sc (Methematics), Head of Department
 Mr Noor Ul Amin, M Sc (Mathematics)
 Mr Ayyaz Hussain Zahid, M Sc (Mathematics)
 Mr Habib Ur Rehman, M Sc (Mathematics)
 Mr Shahid Mehmood, M Sc (Mathematics)
 Mr Asim Malik, M Sc (Mathematics)
 Mr Noshad Khan, MS (Mathematics)
 Syeda Kokab, MS (Mathematics)
 Mr Askar Zaman, M Sc (Mathematics)
 Mr Mohsin Ramzan, M Sc (Mathematics)

Department of Physics

 Mr Bakhtiar Ud Din, M Sc (Physics), Head of Department
 Mr Saqlain Safdar, M Sc (Physics)
 Mr Qasim Abbasi, M Sc (Physics)
 Mr Shakeel Ahmed, M Sc (Physics)
 Mr Wasib Ali, M Sc (Physics)
 Mr Muhammad Ibrar, M Sc (Physics)
 Mr Ali Hafeez, M Sc (Physics)
 Mr Wajid Mehmood, M Sc (Physics)

Department of Chemistry

 Mrs Saira Bano, M Sc (Chemistry), Head of Department
 Mr Zahid Mehmood, M Sc (Chemistry)
 Mr Naveed Ahmed Anjum, M Sc (Chemistry)
 Mrs Fozia Kamran, M Sc (Chemistry)
 Mr Atif Mumtaz, M Sc (Chemistry)
 Mr Naseer Ahmed, M Sc (Chemistry)
 Mr Fida Muhammad, M Phil (Chemistry)
 Mrs Irum Askar, MS (Chemistry)
 Miss Sobia Bibi, M Phil (Chemistry)

Department of Computer Science

 Mr Zubair Ahmed Lodhi, M Sc (Computer Science), Head of Department
 Qazi Adnan Ul Haq, M Sc (Computer Science)
 Mr Jamshaid Ali Turi, M Sc (Computer Science), MA (EPM), MS (Proj Mang)
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FACULTY OF ARTS

Department of Urdu

 Mr Riaz Jadoon, MA (Urdu), Head of Department
 Mrs Rubina Sohail, MA (Urdu)
 Mrs Aniqa Anwar Shah, MA (Urdu)
 Mr Shabahat Umar Farooq, MA (Urdu)
 Mrs Nuzhat Mumtaz, MA (Urdu)
 Mr Muhammad Qadeer, MA (Urdu)
 Mrs Jamila Gul, MA (Urdu), M Ed
 Mr Asif Jadoon, MA (Urdu)
 Zahoor Khan, MA (Urdu)

Department of Pakistan Studies

 Mir Iftikhar Ahmed, MA (History), LLB, Head of Department
 Mr Awais Ahmed, MA (Political Science)
 Mr Shahzad Khan, MA (Political Science), MA (History)
 Mrs Somiya Gillani, M Sc (Geography), MA (Urdu), M Ed
 Mr Ammar Ali, MA (Political Science)

Department Islamic Studies

 Qazi Muhammad Arshad, MA (Islamiyat), MA (Arabic), Head of Department
 Mr Saleem Nawaz, M Phil (Islamiyat)
 Mr Rashid Iqbal, MA (Islamiyat), M Ed
 Mr Umer Farooq, MA (Islamiyat)

Department of English

 Mr Tashfeen Abbasi, MA (English), Head of Department
 Mr Aamir Khurshid, MA (English)
 Miss Tahira Sadiq, MA (English)
 Mr Mansoor Alam Khan, MA (English)
 Qazi Muhammad Tauseef, MA (English)
 Mrs Syeda Siama Shah, MA (English)
 Mrs Nabila Hassan, MA (English), MA (EPM)
 Miss Ammira Emmanuel MA (English)
 Syed Mujtaba Hyder, MA (English)
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The Junior Wing Faculty
SECTION HEAD

 Mrs Mehnaz Khan, MA (International Relations), M Sc (Psychology), M Ed

FACULTY

 Mrs Bibi Nabeela, MA (Political Science)

 Miss Lubna Taj, MA (English)

 Mrs Nazish Sherwani, BA

 Mrs Farida Zarshaid, MA (Urdu)

 Miss Meher Qurban, BA, B Ed

 Miss Bushra Jehangir, MBA

 Miss Iffat Akhtar, MA (English)

 Mrs Tanveer Javed, MBA, MA (English)

 Mrs Shazia Zaheer, MA (Islamiyat)

 Miss Rizwana Gul, M Sc (Mathematics)

 Mrs Fehmina Abbas, MA (English)

 Mrs Roomana Kiran, M Sc (Chemistry)

 Miss Saima Shafi, MA

 Mrs Hifsa, MA, B Ed

 Miss Sanna Khurshid, BA, LLB

 Mrs Kausar Parveen, MA (Islamic Studies)

 Miss Tabassum Jamshaid, B Sc

 Miss Bushra, BA

 Miss Shakra Bibi, MA, M Ed

 Miss Ambreen Rauf, M Sc (Psychology)

 Miss Nimra Aslam, M Sc (Mathematics)

 Mrs Eram Bibi, MA (English)

 Mrs Tayyaba Sultan, BA, B Ed
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 Mrs Rabia Shafaq, M Sc (Physics)

 Miss Farda Shabir, MA (English)

 Miss Sehrish Jaffar, MBA

 Miss Beenish Jadoon, MBA

 Miss Amtul Hadia Sarwar, MS (Project Management), M Sc (Eco)

 Mrs Ammara Naseem, M Sc (Strategic Studies)

 Mrs Sakina Bibi, MA (Islamic Studies)

 Mrs Hadia Aslam, M Sc (Botany)

 Miss Yasmeen Khurshid, M Sc (Economics)

 Miss Amina Jadoon, MS (Environmental Sciences)

 Miss Saira Bano, MBA

 Miss Mahmoona Tirmizi, M Sc (Economics)

 Mrs Rabia Younis, MA (English)

 Mrs Aasia Bibi, MA (English)

 Miss Faiqa Yousaf, MA (English)

 Miss Faiza Saeed Qazi, MA (English)

 Miss Taj-un-Nisa, M Sc (Computer Science)

 Miss Fareeha Yousaf, M Sc (Chemistry)  

 Mrs Noreen Fida, MS (Botany)

 Miss Kiran Haroon, M Sc (Mathematics)

 Miss Nazish Irshad, M Phil (Urdu)

 Miss Syeda Farhat, MA (Urdu)

 Mrs Naseem Asghar, MA (Urdu)

 Mrs Maria Riaz, MA (Islamiyat)

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

 Administrative Officer, Lt Col (R) M Siddique Akbar, TI (M)

 Bursar, Mr Zubair Ahmed Khan

 Superintendent, Mr Muhammad Qasim

 Caretaker, Babu Javed



“Work honestly and sincerely and be faithful and 

loyal to the Pakistan Government. I can assure you, 

there is nothing greater in this world than your own 

conscience and, when you appear before God, you can 

say that you performed your duty with the highest sense 

of integrity, honesty and with loyalty and faithfulness.”

(Balochistan, 14 February 1948)
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Gold Medalists

Salaar Haider
HSSC -  2014 Pre Medical

Chief of the Army Staff ’s Gold Medal

Muhammad Umer
HSSC - 2014 Computer Science

Chief of the Army Staff ’s Gold Medal

Wajih-ul-Hassan
SSC - 2014

Chairman Board of Governors Gold Medal

Mahad Ajaz
O Level - 2014

Chairman Board of Governors Gold Medal
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Prefectorial Board

Syed Ahmad Shaheed House

Nouman Khalid
College Prefect

Ahmer Asif
Assistant College Prefect

Muhammad Ahmad
House Prefect

Bilal Anwar
Assistant House Prefect (Day Scholar)

Aftab Ahmad
Assistant House Prefect (Boarder)
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Shah Ismail Shaheed House

Sher Khan Shaheed House

Sultan Tipu Shaheed House

Abdul Wahab
House Prefect

Usman Ullah
House Prefect

Aamir Latif
House Prefect

Shahab-ud-Din
Assistant House Prefect (Boarder)

Osman Rashid
Assistant House Prefect (Boarder)

Zubair Wazir
Assistant House Prefect (Boarder)

Jamal Tauqeer
Assistant House Prefect (Day Scholar)

Anwar-ul-Haq
Assistant House Prefect (Day Scholar)

Faizan Shaukat
Assistant House Prefect (Day Scholar)
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Secretaries

Ali Hasnain
College Sports Secretary

Sher Ali
Sports Secretary (SAS)

Faizan Ali
Mess Secretary (SAS)

Hammad Ali
Sports Secretary (SIS)

Nauman Munir
Mess Secretary (SIS)

Abdulllah Noor
Sports Secretary (SKS)

Arsalan Ahmad
Mess Secretary (SKS)

Abdul Wahab
Sports Secretary (STS)

Nasir Waseem
Mess Secretary (STS)
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Zain Tariq
Secretary

Khizar Nizami
Joint Secretary

Fahad Zaman
President

Muhammed Ali Javed
Vice President

Asfandyar Khan
Secretary

Bilal Liaquat
Joint Secretary

Raja Mughees
President

Syed Haseeb Hassan
Vice President

Appointment Holders

English Literary Society

Bazm-e-Adab
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Outgoing 2nd Year Class

Abbas

Abdullah

Adnan Ahmad

Ahmad Saleem

Ammar Khan

Abdul Aleem Madni

Abdullah Babar

Afzaal Shah

Ahmad Mannan

Ammar Talha

Abdul Mannan

Ahmad Afnan

Ahsan

Abdul Raffay

Ahmad Faraz

Athar Sajjad

Abuzar Jamil

Abdul Rehman

Adil

Ahmad Nawaz

Ali Hamza

Abdullah bin Zubair

Anas Jadoon Anees Asghar Asad Abbas
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Habib Ur Rahman Habib Hafiz Abdul Rafeh

Ahsan Ali KhanAsad Ali Asfandyar Mukhtar Asim Younas Masood Awais Shuja

Bahram Khan Baitullah Bilal Anwar

Bilal Waseem Fahad Zaman Faizan Ali Farhan Ahmad

Frutan Bamasay Furqan Tariq

Aziz Ullah

Faizan Ahmad

Bilal Khalid

Hafiz Naveed Haider Sharif Haider Sultan Hamid Ali Hammad
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Hamza Latif Hamza Fayyaz Hamza Ikram Hamza Ashfaq Hamza Qudus

Haris Abdullah Hassan Amir Hassan Umer Hassan Nabi

Huzaifa Daud Huzaifa Tariq Huzaifa Ibrahim Syed Ibrahim Ijaz

Jamal Abdul Nasir

Junaid Ahmad Kashif Akhtar

Hassan Tariq

Aitzaz Khan Ikram Ullah Ismail Alamzeb Jalal Khan

Khan Zaib Ali Khanzada Khubakht
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Muhammad Abrar Muhammad Arsalan Muhammad Asghar Muhammad Haseeb

Nabeel Ahmad Nabeel Hussain

Abdul Wahid

Muhammad Ismail Muhammad Madni Muhammad Sami Talha Zeb

Malik Taimoor Malik Zaeem Mahran Ali Mirza Saad Moeed Ahmad

Mughees Ahmad Mohsin Ali Moiz Malik Muhammad Arif M Mazhar

Muhammad Sajid Mustafa Khan Mustafa Sabeel

Malik Inam-ul-Haq
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Noman Ali Oan Haider Okasha Jadoon Ozair

Saifullah

Saifullah Hanif Saifullah Jadoon Sameed Khan Sardar Ibrahim

Saad Ali

Qasim Jadoon

Saheer Abbas

Najam-ud-Din Nizam-ud-Din Noman Habib Noman Afridi Noman Afzal

Rana Saad Akram Syed Haseeb Ahsan

Noman Manzoor

Sikandar Yar Khan Shahbaz Shaharyar Sheroze Shabaz Shoaib Ullah
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Suleman Shahzad Syed Uzair Amjad Tayyab Shoukat Tofique Haider Touseef Ajmal

Usama Ahmad Usama Rauf

Zaigham Sattar Zakria Swati

Turab Haider Ubaidullah Umair Akbar Umair Saifullah

Usama Ali Khan Usama Bashir Usama Saad

Usama Sultan Usama Usman Khan Jadoon Usman Tanveer Wajiullah

Waleed Khan Yasir Mujtaba Zaboor Burki

Usaif Fazal
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Principal’s Report 
Annual Parents’ Day and Prize Distribution Ceremony 2014

Honourable Chief Guest Maj Gen Nadeem Raza, HI (M), Distinguished Guests, Ladies and Gentlemen:

Assalam-o-Alaikum!

I warmly welcome you all on behalf of the students, staff of Burn Hall Boys College, Abbottabad, and 
on my own behalf to the Parents’ Day function of this renowned institution  of the country. The worthy and 
honourable chief guest, Sir, it is a matter of singular honour and pride for the young Hallians, the faculty 
and myself that you have very kindly consented to spare some time from your very busy schedule to grace 
the occasion. 

Worthy Audience!

Parents’ Day is the most significant, festive and auspicious occasion of the year, because it marks the 

culmination of the curricular and co-curricular activities of the College calendar. It also happens to be the 
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most memorable day for the young Hallians, because they receive applause and recognitions from their 

parents and guests on their hard earned achievements during the year.

Ladies and Gentlemen!

Ever since the assumption of the office of the Principal in 2013, I have been assuring the parents of 

my commitment to improve the academic standards of the College, in live with their aspirations and in 

conformity with the fast changing scenario, where grades and merit reign supreme. Today, by the grace 

of Allah Almighty, I feel elevated along with my talented team that we have become able to produce very 

good results. The academic performance of Hallians has been remarkable in the year 2013-2014 in SSC-

II examination. A total of 221 students appeared in the board examination, 168 students secured A1 and 

A Grades. The overall GPA was 5.25. In class 9th, 215 students appeared, 149 students secured A1 and A 

Grades and 66 students achieved 1st Division. 

At HSSC Level the young Hallians also strived hard to secure good grades. In HSSC-II, 201 students 

appeared and 168 students grabbed 1st Division in the annual examination 55, students secured A1 and 

A Grades, while 57 students were placed in B Grade. The overall class GPA was 3.37%. In HSSC-I, 184 

students appeared, 138 students were placed in 1st Division, 68 students secured A1 and A Grades. The 

result of this year is comparatively better than the previous session. In the ‘O’ Levels exam, 24 students 

appeared. The number of A*, A and B Grades obtained by the students is 164. It is important to note that A* 

starts from 90% and above marks and A Grade starts from 70% and above marks. In A Level exam students 

are also doing very well. 

Literary activities is a regular feature of students’ training. It aims at developing the art of public 

speaking through debates and declamation contests. Every year we organize All Pakistan Burn Hall 

Bilingual Declamation Contest in which teams of renowned institutions of the country participate. Our 

orators Zain Tariq, Khizer Nizami, Bilal Liaqat and Asfandyar participated in the All Pakistan Bilingual 

Declamation Contest held at WAPDA Cadet College Tarbila.   These boys brought distinct on and laurels 

to the College. They grabbed an overall 2nd position in the contest. This year we also hosted a sport fixture 

with Cadet College Hassan Abdal. Hallians won the fixture by winning two match out of four. 

Ladies and Gentlemen! 

I must inform you that our revised, updated and closely monitored policies, based upon the remedial 

strategies and absolute commitment, have provided us with a solid academic background, which has started 
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yielding dividends. To keep abreast with the latest trends in the field of education and live upto the periodic 

instructions of the Chairman Board of Governors, we have adapted our curricular and are focusing on 

new teaching methodologies for ideal teaching learning process. Existence of a conducive environment 

enhances the creative capabilities of pupils and reshapes their personalities in a tension free and home like 

environment. We provide the best possible environment to our pupils.     

Worthy Audience!

A look at the science exhibition in different areas, put up by our talented students will give you an 

insight into the creative potential and performance of the young Hallians. Such activities continue under 

the auspices of different clubs and societies, operating at the College throughout the year and culminate on 

the Parents’ Day.  

Ladies and Gentlemen!

When we talk of the young Hallians’ participation in the co-curricular activities, I would a remiss 

if I do not mention their participation in the Inter House and All Pakistan Declamation Contests. They 

participate in such contests with vigour and enthusiasm under the guidance of the Burn Hall Faculty. 

Worthy Audience!

I extend my heartiest congratulations and appreciation to the talented young Hallians, who are going 

to receive prizes from the Chief Guest. I also congratulate the parents who are fortunate enough to see their 

young ones receiving their prizes on this auspicious day. Once again, on behalf of the Hallians, the staff 

and myself, I express my gratitude to the honourable Chief Guest for sparing his valuable time to grace the 

Annual Parents’ Day and Prize Distribution Ceremony. I also express thanks to the guests for being with us 

on this auspicious day. My special thanks are due to the Chief Guest for his abiding interest in the College 

affairs. 

Last but not the least, I thank all the heads and the entire staff of Burn Hall College for making the 

Annual Parents’ Day function of theirs a big success. My heartiest congratulations to the young Hallians 

for putting up a splendid show.

Thank You.   
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Brig Mukhtar Muhammad, Principal Army Burn Hall College for Boys, respectable parents, 
distinguished guests, dear students, ladies and gentlemen,

Assalam-o-Alaikum!

It is a singular honour and privilege for me to be amongst you on this auspicious occasion of Annual 
Parents’ Day of Army Burn Hall College for boys. At this particular moment my mind is full of thoughts of 
my own school and college life, when I was taught and groomed by my parents and teachers. Education is 
not merely acquisition of degrees and certificates, rather its real objective is to produce versatile, dedicated, 
self disciplined, well motivated, well groomed and dynamic citizens, who can positively contribute towards 
the development and prosperity of the country. In this direction, Burn Hall is playing a pivotal role in the 
overall grooming and personality development of youth of our nation. 

Ladies and Gentlemen!

Discipline is one of the most important aspects of our life and without discipline and hard work 
vertical progression in career is impossible. If you want to reap the crop of your best efforts, you have to 

Chief Guest’s Address
Annual Parents’ Day And Prize Distribution Ceremony 2014
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inculcate the high standards of discipline in yourself. No nation can make progress without discipline, as it 

is a cardinal virtue of every great and prosperous nation. Mark my words, through education and discipline 

only, you can touch the seven skies.

Dear Students!

 To be decisive is a great blessing and I must tell you that the bold decisions are at the heart of a 

leader’s success. So take your decisions boldly and come forward with enthusiasm and serve your nation by 

leading from the front. I see the bright and prosperous future of this country because bright future leaders 

are sitting in this Hall. As every second of yours is precious and it is going to be decisive for the destiny of 

Pakistan, therefore, I urge all of you to acquaint yourself with requisite knowledge and strive hard for the 

well-being and prosperity of our country.

Dear Students!

I am extremely delighted to witness your multifarious activities, which is a clear manifestation of your 

natural talent, aptitude, hard work and ability to outshine in a variety of ways, exactly commensurating 

with the College motto, “TO WHAT HEIGHTS CAN I NOT RISE”. The standards displayed by the young 

Hallians reflect the well worked out and comprehensive training routine being pursued at this great 

institution for wholesome personality development of its students. You have taken active part in curricular, 

co-curricular and extra curricular activities and your overall performance deserves commendation by all 

of us. Let me remind you that no standards in life are the ultimate and no amount of effort is ever sufficient. 

Your pursuit of excellence must continue unabated. In this regard, I would urge the College administration 

and the faculty to leave no stone unturned in imparting quality education and in preparing you to take on 

challenges of practical life.

In the end, I extend my heartiest congratulations to all the students who have been awarded medals 

and trophies and especially the Champion House for their wonderful performance in various disciplines. I 

pray that in the times to come, you will achieve greater success in your life, INSHAALLAH.

 Thank you very much.

 May Allah be with us all,

Pakistan Zindabad

Burn Hall Paindabad.   
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The Award Winners
 Annual Prize Distribution Ceremony for this 
year was held on 6th November, 2014. A function was 
arranged in the beautiful Auditorium of Army Burn 
Hall College. Major General Nadeem Raza, HI (M), 
Commandant, Pakistan Military Academy, Kakul. 
Following trophies and prizes were awarded to the 
outstanding students in different categories:- 

FSc 2nd Year 

Pre Medical

1st  Salaar Haider

2nd  Ammar Khan

3rd  Talha Khan

Pre Engineering 

1st  Haider Khan

2nd  Sarib Jadoon

3rd Taimoor Abbasi

Computer Science

1st  Muhammad Omar

2nd  Nauman Khan

3rd  Hamza Sohail

FSc 1st Year 

Pre Medical

1st  Ahmar Asif

2nd  Anwar-ul-Haq

3rd Muhammad Ali Javed

Pre Engineering 

1st Faizan Ali

2nd  Taufeeq Haider

3rd  Muhammad Nauman Khalid

Computer Science

1st  Hamza Fiyaz

2nd  Muhammad Ahmad

2nd Hafiz Abdul Rafeh

3rd  Muhammad Sajid

‘A’s Levels

1st  Syed Muhammad Ali

2nd  Muhammad Osama Naeem

2nd  Muhammad Samiullah Khan

3rd  Mian Tayyab Shah

A  Levels

1st  Nisar Ahmad

2nd  Muhammad Mohid Khan

2nd  Shahroz Yousaf

3rd Talha Ghias Khan

Matric

1st  Muhammad Wajih-ul-Hassan

2nd  Sajawal Sharif

3rd  Muhammad Bilal Liaquat
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O Levels

1st  Zain Nauman

1st  Muhammad Mahad Ajaz

2nd  Hamza bin Abid

3rd  Zallan Khan

3rd  Sofiyan Saeed

9th 

1st  Ijlal Ullah Khan

2nd  Abdul Rahman Khan

3rd  Muhammad Hamza Awan

Junior Cambridge

1st  Ahmad Noshair Ali

2nd  Khalid Ashfaq

3rd  Muhammad Abdullah

8th 

1st  Ahmad Rashid Qazi

2nd  Muhammad Hamza

3rd  Muhammad Zakriya

Pre Junior Cambridge

1st  Abdullah Ahmad

2nd  Miah Fazle-e-Raziq

2nd  Muhammad Tariq

3rd  Tabish Nawaz

7th 

1st  Muhammad Jamal Khan

2nd  Muhammad Mujtaba

3rd  Abdullah Khan

Academics Trophy

Sher Khan Shaheed House 

Co-curricular Activities

Best Qari Ali Haider

Best Naat Khawan Raja Tauseef

Naat/Qiraat Trophy

Shared by: Shah Ismail Shaheed House and 

 Sher Khan Shaheed House

Best Speaker Urdu (Declamation)

Senior Bilal Liaquat

Junior Muzammil Ahmad

Urdu Declamation Trophy

Sultan Tipu Shaheed House

Best Speaker English (Declamation)

Senior Fahad Zaman

Junior Muhammad Hamza Abdullah
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English Declamation Trophy

Sher Khan Shaheed House

Independence Day Trophy

Sher Khan Shaheed House

Interior Economy Trophy

Shah Ismail Shaheed House

Quiz Competition Winners

Senior Ahmar Asif

Junior Rana Zaheer

Quiz Competition Trophy

Sher Khan Shaheed House

Sports Trophies

Basketball

Seniors Shah Ismail Shaheed House

Juniors Syed Ahmad Shaheed House

Cricket

Seniors Sher Khan Shaheed House

Juniors Shah Ismail Shaheed House

Football

Seniors Syed Ahmad Shaheed House

Juniors Syed Ahmed Shaheed House

Hockey

Seniors Syed Ahmed Shaheed House

Juniors Syed Ahmed Shaheed House

Squash

Seniors Syed Ahmed Shaheed House

Juniors Sultan Tipu Shaheed House

Tennis

Seniors Sultan Tipu Shaheed House

Juniors Syed Ahmed Shaheed House

Volleyball

Seniors Syed Ahmed Shaheed House

Juniors Syed Ahmed Shaheed House

Best Sportsman

Muhammad Nauman Khalid

Dr Waqarullah Memorial Trophy

Syed Ahmed Shaheed House 

Chief of the Army Staff Champion’s Trophy

Syed Ahmed Shaheed House
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Annual Prize Distribution Ceremony 2014

The Principal receiving the Chief Guest Maj Gen Nadeem 
Raza, HI (M), Deputy Chairman Board of Governors Army 

Burn Hall Institutions

The College Council welcomes the worthy Chief Guest

The College Prefect’s welcome address

A young Hallian is presenting bouquet to the Chief Guest 

The Chief Guest is shaking hand with the College Prefect

Waji-ul-Hassan receiving Chairman Board Governors  
Gold Medal and Merit Certificate
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Salar Haider receiving Chief of Army Staff Gold Medal and 
Merit Certificate for standing 1st in HSSC-II (Pre-Med)

Fahad Zaman receiving the Merit Certificate for the  
Best English Speaker

Syed Ahmed Shaheed House lifting Dr Waqarullah 
Memorial Trophy

Muhammad Umer receiving Chief of Army Staff Gold 
Medal and Merit Certificate for standing 1st in  

HSSC-II (Comp Sc)

Sher Khan Shaheed House winners of Brig BA Malik 
Academic Trophy

The Champion House - Syed Ahmed Shaheed House
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Visit of the Chairman Board of Governors

The Chairman Board of Governors Lt Gen Qamar Javed 
Bajwa, HI (M) is being received by the Principal

The Principal is introducing the faculty to the Chairman 
Board of Governors

Young Hallians are presenting a bouquet to the Chairman 
Board of Governors

The Chairman Board of Governors is visiting the Mess

The Chairman Board of Governors along with the Principal 
in the premises of the College

The Chairman Board of Governors takes keen interest in 
Lab Work
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The Chairman Board of Governors giving a price of advice 
to the Hallians

Appearance of Chairman Board of Governors in a juniors 
classroom

The Chairman is visiting the classroom Meeting with the Faculty Members

The Chairman BOG if addressing the Faculty Members The Chairman Board of Governors departing from the 
College
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Visit of the Deputy Chairman Board of Governors

The Principal is receiving the Maj Gen Nadeem Raza, HI (M), 
Deputy Chairman Board of Governors

The Deputy Chairman Board of Governors shaking hands 
with the section Heads

The Deputy Chairman Board of Governors is shaking hand 
with Young Hallians

The Deputy Chairman Board of Governors is being intro-
duced with the Faculty

Deputy Board of Governors shaking hand with the Faculty 
Members

Deputy Board of Governors with having interacts with the 
Faculty Members
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Deputy Chairman Board of Governors visiting the  
SAS house

Visiting the laboratory of the College

The Deputy Chairman Board of Governors is visiting the 
Mess

In the College premises with the Principal

Visit to the Junior Section The Deputy Chairman Board of Governors in conversation 
with the Principal
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18th All Pakistan Bilingual Declamation Contest – 2014

 The importance of public speaking is beyond debate. Like every year, 18th All Pakistan Burn Hall 
Bilingual Declamation Contest was held on November 5th 2014, in the auspicious auditorium. Every 
member of the College faculty contributed in this mega event. A number of renowned institutions tested 
their prowess for the trophy. Some of the notable institutions were Pakistan Military Aacademy Kakul, 
Pakistan Air Force Academy Risalpur, GC University Lahore, Military College Jhelum and Army Burn Hall 
College  for Girls. A dinner was hosted in the honour of the participants a night before the programme. 
The Head of  English Department Mr Tashfeen Abbasi briefed the teams about the upcoming event. All the 
participants displayed wonderful skills of oratory. This time, the coveted trophy was clinched by Pakistan 
Military Academy, Kakul.  The Chief Guest Major General Nazir Ahmed Butt, HI (M), Commandant, PMA, 
Kakul gave away the prizes to the winning contestants. He showed his great satisfaction at the performance 
of the speakers and added that our youth were ready to lead the nation to the horizons of progress and 
prosperity.

The participants with the Chief Guest, Major General Nazir Ahmed Butt, HI (M)
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The Principal receiving the Deputy 
Chairman Board of Governors Major 
General Nazir Ahmed Butt, HI (M)

The Deputy Chairman Board of 
Governors Major General Nazir Ahmed 
Butt is shaking hand with the Hallians

The speaker of GC University Lahore 
presenting his arguments
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The Chief Guest is giving away the 2nd 
prize in English to the Speaker of Pakistan 
Military Academy Kakul

The Team of Pakistan Military Academy 
Kakul is receiving the All Pakistan Burn 
Hall Bilingual Declamation Trophy

The Deputy Chairman Board of 
Governors is addressing the audience
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 Islam was taken to other areas beyond Arabia 
by the groups of early Muslims who migrated to 
escape persecution at the hands of pagan leaders 
in Makkah. A large number had fled to Abyssinia 
during the Prophet’s (PBUH) life.

  The first migration in Islamic history took 
place before the Hijrat to Madina. A group of about 
eighty Muslims led by Hazrat Jafar (RA), cousin 
of the Prophet (PBUH) went to Abyssinia with a 
message of peace from the Prophet (PBUH). The 
ruler of Abyssinia was an honorable Christian, 
Negus, who gave refuge to the Muslims. He was 
deeply impressed when Hazrat Jafar (RA) recited 
verses in praise of the Prophet Hazrat Issa (AS) and 
his mother, Hazrat Maryam (AS).

 Islam spread westwards, eastwards and 
northeastward with incredible speed.  Often it was 
taken by merchants and travellers from Arabia to 

rest of the places. Sometimes, it was also spread by 
armies. 

 The Arab armies were relatively small but 
efficient. They were tough desert men who had 
learned to live off the land finding food from the 
countryside through which they passed. They did 
not need huge supply lines with strings of animals 
and carts carrying food and weapons to siege, 
as there were almost no wall-towns in their own 
land. But they learned quickly from their enemies, 
especially the Byzantines, how to build and use 
wooden machines – catapults – for hurling great 
rocks. They also learnt how to build siege towers 
for climbing city walls and battering rams for 
breaking down walls. Mostly they avoided heavily 
defended cities and swept past them. Later, when 
the fortresses had been cut without supplies, the 
Muslim armies returned to attack them in their 
now weakened state or more often just to receive 
their surrender.  

The Spread of Islam

Sanan Bacha
6th Yellow

 “Muhammad has always been standing higher than the Christian-
ity. He does not consider god as a human being and never makes 
himself equal to God. Muslims worship nothing except God and Mu-
hammad is his Messenger. There is no any mystery and secret in it.”

– Leo Tolstoy
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 The quality that distinguishes an ideal solider 
is love for his country. He is not one who joins the 
army as a mean of livelihood but one whose heart 
overflows with patriotic spirit. A good solider is 
not mere a brute but a cultured man fired with 
the highest love for his motherland. His love is so 
intense that he is prepared to offer his life gladly 
for the sake of his country. Can there be a more 
glorious and nobler sacrifice? 

 Another great quality of an ideal soldier is 
his courage. A soldier is not a soldier if he is not 
courageous. He is courageous by temperament and 
his training as a soldier and experience strengthens 
that quality in him. There are some men, who are 

• The moderate teacher tells. The good teacher 
explains. The superior teacher demonstrates. 
The great teacher inspires.     (William Arthur)

• The biggest lie in this world is, “They say”. 
(Douglas Moloch)

• The good life is one inspired by love and 
guided by knowledge. (Bertrand Russel)

    • A man never discloses his character as clearly 
as he describes another’s. (Jean Paul)

not familiar with meaning of fear which helps 
them again to face danger or death courageously. 
A good soldier has mental courage, bravery of his 
mind and also physical courage. 

 As Tennyson in his poem “The Change of the 
Light Brigade” says, “There is not to question why 
theirs but to do and die”.

 The life of a soldier is a noble life. He has 
the opportunity of making the highest kind of  
sacrifice  by laying down his life for his country. 
One who does this is a true and loyal son of the  
motherland.

• Nothing is interesting if you are not interested. 
(Helen Maclnness)

• Wear the old coat and buy the new book.  
(Charles Peters)

• Virtue is the point that can make wrinkles 
shine. (Young)

• Success is a journey not a destination (Ben 
Sweetland)

An Ideal Solider

Hassan Afzal
2nd Year B

Golden Words

Sardar Dilawar 
6th Green
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 Life gives us hope and courage to live. We 
experience both happiness and sorrows while 
moving ahead in life. They are two sides of the same 
coin. There is no single person who has not faced 
any problem while climbing the ladder of success. 
There are both joyful and sad moments in life but 
that does not stop us from living life to the fullest 
and give a full stop to our ambition.

 Everyone who has made it to the top had 
some exceptional qualities of fighting back and 
not giving into failures. There are many who give 
up in harsh circumstances but there are fewer who 
fight back and not ready to surrender themselves 
to the unfavorable situations. It all rests in our 
hand while choosing a way for moving ahead. It’s 
correctly said,  “Only those who risk going too far 
can probably find out how far one can go”.

 Things are never easy for anyone. Everyone 
has to face life’s miseries & return back to face the 
world with an open heart. Life is not a cat walk. 

Everyone has to strive for existence in spite of all 
setbacks. Every person who made it to the top 
had persevered day and night and had dreamt to 
succeed. Success is hard earned entity. Sometimes 
we think why God chose us for so many miseries, 
but what we forget that God chose us to be different 
from the masses and do something great. If you do 
not strive for existence then:-

• Be prepared, to lose the money you earn with 
all the hard work you do.

• Be prepared, to lose your jobs to illegal 
immigrants.

• Be prepared, to lose the ability to send your 
kids to college. But also to lose your right to 
bear arms against enemies; foreign & domestic.

 Slowly and surely without even realize it. You 
will “Voluntarily” give away those things that so 
many have fought and died for. The things taken 
for granted.

Life is Never a Cat Walk

Umer Ahmed Arbaz Khan
2nd Year B
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 What has instant communication via email, 
texting and social network website done to societies 
all over the world? What-ever it has done, there is 
no doubt that it has done, there is no doubt that 
it has radically changed them. These changes are 
unlike the current cult of celebrity. It seems that 
what teenagers most want to be famous. Instant 
messages and profiles on network sites such as face 
book and twitter are an alternative way of being 
recognized and noticed. “Hi! This is me”! They say, 
“notice me, and be my friend!. In addition, World 
news headlines, sports result and weather report 
can all be texted to your mobile phone. Some 
office workers are spending 40% of their working 
on mobile phone. It seems society is in grip of 
informative overload. This means the concept of 
seduce is disappearing. For many young people 
the prospect of being alone without constant 
electronic communication is a frightening one. 
That many young people prefer to chat with online 

“Friend” whom they have never met and never will 
rather than be with real friends, their families or 
their own company is also a frightening prospect. 
Concentrating and focus are lost and tasks are 
carried out merely in “performing bytes”. Because 
of the speed with which texts are written and sent 
emails cause misunderstandings and pain, not 
just among friends, but sometimes at the highest 
levels of government. There have been national 
“RUA TXT POET” competitions which have been 
produced inventive and witty responses. Now 
recently a murderer sent a text from his victim’s 
phone pretending to be her after her death and 
was caught by the mismatch of their texting style. 
Handwriting tells us a great deal about the writer’s 
character and mood. What can you tell about 
someone whose message is printed on a screen 
in uniform letters? We’re certainly in the middle 
of a technological revolution. But as with all 
revolutions, only time will tell where it is leading.

A Changing Life

Ziggar Khan 
Pre SC

1. In Al - Fatiah (The opening in the Quran) 
there is a balm of all ailments.

2. Reason is the roof of my faith.

3. Love is my foundation.
4. Devotion is my art.
5. Poverty is my pride.

Sayings of Holy Prophet (PBUH)

Shahbaz Abbasi 
1st Orange
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 Regardless of whether we live in US, Pakistan 
or anywhere else, family is the building block of 
any society and our greatest fulfilment lies there; of 
course, one needs to give due importance to work, 
but if any society works diligently every other 
area but neglects the family, it would be same as 
straightening deck chairs on the Titanic. 

 We all seek happiness but what most of us 
discover is that happiness is a home - made product. 
If you have a strong and effective relationship with 
family member, whether living together or apart. 
When your family is heading in the right direction, 
you are better able to perform and focus at work. 
Thus it is supremely important that at home, with 
your family, you concentrate on creating a beautiful 
family.

 Marriage is more than a contractual 
relationship it is a promise from each individual 
to stay true to their love at commitment while I 
can’t tell you how to choose the right mate. I can 
advise you to determine, what your values and 
principals are and who might be a complementary 
companion. Happy marriages don’t just happen 

they are created with body, mind heart and spirit 
no one can afford to get lazy in their relationship 
with their spouse. It must nurture and tended to 
and when it gets off the track.   

 One of the best ways of keeping a marriage 
and family effective and healthy is by living the 
“seven habits” these.

 Renew yourself and your family by taking 
care of your physical, mental, social and spiritual 
leads don’t neglect these important human needs 
or you’ll eventually pay the price a beautiful family 
culture can deteriorate unless the batteries that 
give its power are continually recharged. 

 Whichever part of the globe you live always 
remember it is a beautiful nation with rich histories, 
traditions and legacy your families are at the heart 
of your nation don’t neglect your most precious 
resource. We know with great surety that living 
principle promises to strengthen us individually in 
our marriage, in our families, in our communities 
and places of work. Stay true to your path and 
remember what matters most to you.

Happiness is Home Made

Muhammad Arsalan Imtiaz 
2nd Year A
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 An artist is the most sensitive soul who feels 
the agony and ecstasy of life at the core of his 
heart. A wrinkled face and an innocent smile;  
a burst of laughter and a tearful eye; an ice cold 
dead and a warm new born; a rose bud going to 
flower and petals blowing in the wind can kindle 
his imagination equally. Experience of world to 
him is experience of life. He sees, he feels and with 
the help of his powerful imagination creates a new 
world; a world of hammer and chisel and tunes and 
colours. Creative process is always extraordinary, 
something sacred, something divine. Truth and 
sincerity are the virtues which infuse beauty into 
creation. He passes through ecstatic moments of 
creation and is generous enough to extend aesthetic 
pleasure to other. Literature, sculpture, music and 
painting are nothing but different media through 
which he transports others to his world of beauty.

 He gives his blood and soul to the piece of art 
he creates. His heart beats in his creation. A poem, 

a symphony, a stone cut statue, what are they if 
not the fragments of his own being. An artist has 
a strange belief in his creation. Belief as strong  
and as simple as one can feel his vessels pulsating; 
his heart throbbing. A time comes when Angelo 
strikes his “David”, “Speak, speak why don’t  
you speak!”

 We have to see only how far an artist is true to 
his vision; sincere at his heart and with what beauty 
he presents it. 

 At the end, I would like to express my gratitude 
to my Principal and teachers who, are the twilight 
of my studies. We are presenting an anthology of 
writings from the valley of chinars. All praises to 
the contributors and deficiencies to me. It may not 
be sublime but it is a sincere effort. Read it and see 
how far we have been true to our hearts.

Beauty is Truth, Truth Beauty

Aamir Nazir Khan 
1st Year F

“Sometimes people are beautiful.
Not in looks.
Not in what they say.
Just in what they are.”

– Markus Zusak
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 A non Muslim came to Alim and said, “Why 
is it not permissible in Islam for a woman to 
shake hands with man?” The Alim replied, “Can 
you shake hands with a queen.” The non Muslim 
said, “Of course not, there are only certain people 
who can shake hands with queen?” The Alim then 
replied, “Our women are queens and queens do 
not shake hands with a strange man.” Then the 
non Muslim asked another question, “Why do 
your women cover up their bodies?” The Alim 
smiled and got two sweets, he opened the first 
one and kept the other closed. He threw both on 
dusty floor and asked the non Muslim, “If I asked 
you to take one of the sweets from the floor which 
one will you take?” The non Muslim replied, “The 
covered one, of course.” The Alim said, “That’s 
how we treat and see our women.” The non 

Muslim then asked to show me God if he exists. 
The Alim replied, “Can you look at the sun.” The 
non Muslim replied, “I can’t see. The sun rays are 
hurting my eyes.” The Alim said, “If you can’t look 
at the creation of God then how will you be able 
to look at the Creator.” Lastly, the non Muslim 
invited the Alim to his house and gave him some 
grapes. The Alim ate them. Then the non Muslim 
offered him a cup of wine. The Alim refused, the 
non Muslim asked him, “How come you Muslims 
are forbidden to drink wine and yet you eat grapes 
although the wine comes from grapes?” The Alim 
replied, “Do you have a daughter?” He said, “Yes.” 
The Alim asked him, “Could you marry her?” The 
non Muslim said, “No.” The Alim said, “Subhan 
Allah, you marry her mother and can’t marry her 
although she came from her too.”  

Questions of Non Muslim from a 
Muslim Alim

• This world is a comedy for those who think a 
tragedy to those who feel. (Horace Walpole)

• Courage is when you stand up and speak; 
courage is also when you sit down and listen. 
(Subtonics) 

• The fox changes his skin but not his habits. 
(Subtonics)

• The childhood shows the man as morning 
shows the day. ( Milton)

Quotations

Sardar Dilawar 
6th Green
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 My eyes are closed. I don’t want to open them. 
I don’t want to live in my homeland. I don’t want 
to smile, celebrate that I am alive. I don’t want to 
see the world outside. But I don’t even want to 
die. Everyone at my home, relatives and friends 
are asleep. The special thing is that they don’t ever 
wake up and that’s the tragedy. 

 My name is Mustafa. My talent was to play 
football. I’m silent now. My eyes do not recognize 
anything. Just old memories and I feel myself 
playing with my brothers, teasing my sisters, 
hugging my mother, getting knowledge from my 
father and running to the mosque for prayer. But 
I’ve lost my strength now. I have given up prayers 
and that’s the reason I’m so uncomfortable. First, 
I wondered why I should pray I’ve lost everyone, 
so, what should I thank Allah? But soon I realized 
that it was the Satan speaking inside me. I should 
thank Allah for saving my life` I thought. But I’m 
not strong enough to stand up from the floor I’m 
lying on like an animal. It was a matter of seconds 

when I lost everyone I knew that unlucky Friday. 
A nice sunny and fine day but the situation was 
horrific. We all woke up early in the morning. I 
planned a football match with my friends after the 
Friday prayers. I was so excited about it. But who 
knows what will happen next? Still, everyone in our 
country is always afraid that they’ll get killed too, 
but I never thought that. I always chose to enjoy life 
and not to be afraid. We were still in the mosque 
when I heard the sound of a blast. Everyone was 
scattered. I decided not to break my prayer and 
believe me, when I completed my prayer, no one 
was there, and when I went outside my hands 
started shivering. I don’t know how but I was saved, 
and all the people were dead. I didn’t know how to 
react. I just ran into my house. Time healed me. 
Now I’m the head of football department of UAE. 
Yes, I migrated but I learned a great lesson, “Never 
break your prayer. Don’t give up prayer, and believe 
in Allah, the lord of the worlds.”

A Great Lesson 
   
Iftikhar Ahmed 
1st Year B

“Nothing ever becomes real ‘til it is experienced.” 

– John Keats 
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 The subcontinent had great importance in the 
history due to natural resources. It attracted Turks, 
Afghan rulers and central Asian rulers. Apart from 
this the Britishers also took interest in the region. 
They settled here as traders in the reign of Mughal 
Emperor Jahangir. Later on, they came across the 
weakness of Muslims and finally they took control 
of whole sub-continent. The traders became the 
masters of the region. Muslims and Hindus joined 
the British government. The government made 
such policies which were totally antagonistic to 
local traditions. The policies pushed them against 
Britishers. They fought war against the state.

 The British government considered “the 
uprising” as revolt. They thought that local were 
the servants of state and they should not have 
fought war. The indigenous writers considered if 
war of independence. In their opinion, the Muslim 
& Hindu soldiers Fought for their freedom and for 
their legal rights from which they were neglected.

 In general, if we think for a while, we will 
come to know about the fact that the Britishers 
were not local ruler rather they were foreigners 
who deprived their rights and it was right of both 
Muslim and Hindu to protect their land from 

foreigners. So that’s why we always consider it as 
war of independence.

 The Britishers treated Indian bestially. They 
were sold as slaves in Europe. They were used as 
guards. Their resources were used for London. 
Under these circumstances, the uprising of 1857 
will be considered as war of independence because 
they fought for homeland and it will not be called 
as mutiny. 

 We have evidence from British history. 
Benjamin Dissaeli, the opposition leader of British 
parliament at that time, declared the uprising of 
1857 was not mutiny but it was their legal right.

 From the above brief discussion, we can 
simply say it was war of independence. Although 
it was joint struggle of both Muslims and Hindus, 
But Muslims were targeted as cause of it. 

 The political party of that time i.e congress  
also took care of interest of Hindus. So that’s  
why Sir Syed Ahmed Khan told Muslim not to co-
operate with congress and finally they organized 
their own political party named as All India 
Muslim League. 

The Uprising of 1857 War of Independence  

Haris Bin Nazir 
2nd Year C
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 Deep in the corner of my mind, I had a sweet 
small world, a magical world, magical thoughts. 
This magical world embedded which is secluded 
from reality. It is a world into which I can escape 
for love, shelter and peace. It’s a world far away 
from reality. 

 It’s a peaceful quiet place where I can only 
hear the melodious voice of air, the soft rustle of 
whirlpools in clear, cool and the quivering and 
moaning of trees when the breeze touches them. 
It’s a place where water laughs, palm trees whisper, 
ferns gossip while dancing.

 Carnations and where mimosa laughs in the 
cool mist, which like a princess swirl and twirls 
between irises and orchards that fills the air with 
the scent of honey suckle. It’s a place where I 
walk on water and dance in air. Look beyond the 
immediate and feel the rhythm of the air.

 But Alas! My magical world disappears so 
soon, so suddenly again my wishes and I have to 
embrace the cruel reality of this world. This world 
is like a castle in the sand. It has to full apart. But a 
hope, which keeps me alive is that this is an external 
world, which will always live within me.    

General Knowledge 

Muhammad Noman Khalid 
10th C

1. The happiest man is he who learns from nature 
the lesson of worship. (Ralph Waldo Emerson)

2. The learned is happy to explore nature, the fool 
is happy that he knows no more. (Alexander 
Pope)

3. Those things are better which are perfected by 
nature than those which are finished by art. 
(Cicero)

4. Nature does nothing without purpose or 
uselessly. (Aristotle)

5. God and nature do nothing in vain. (Aristotle)

6. From nature and her overflowing soul I had 
received so much that all my thoughts were 
steeped in feeling. (William Wordsworth)

7. In nature there are neither rewards nor 
punishments – there are consequences. 
(Robert Green Ingersoll)

Golden Sayings

Sardar Inamullah 
4th Green
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 How to achieve success? What are the secrets 
of success? Why are few so lucky as to process it 
while many others fail? Why does nothing succeed 
like success? These are some of the important 
questions which often trouble us. These also clearly 
show how important success is. Ask the people who 
have no taste of it. According to Emily Dickenson, 
“success is counted sweetest by those who never 
succeed. To comprehend nectar/requires sorest 
need”. No doubt most of the people are in dire 
need of it for they have never tasted its nectar. Even 
those who have its taste would consider themselves 
most unfortunate when deprived of it. The history 
of mankind shows that only those who have been 
spectacularly successful in their attempts find place 
in it.

 The path to success lies through struggle, 
strife, hard work, To achieve success is not easy and 
to maintain it, even more difficult.

 Hard labour ultimately wins, therefore, it is 
necessary that people who desire to be successful, 
give in to hard labour and work. The same thought 
is expressed by R.L Stevenson thus. “To travel 
hopefully is better to arrive and the true success is 
to labour”. For success one needs 99% preparation 
and only 1% inspiration. There is no substitute for 
hard work. Perseverance and tolerance takes one 
to the top. Those who talk of luck, intelligence and 
institution as the only steps of the leader leading 

to success are not to be believed. Nothing great 
good and lasting can be achieved by inspiration or 
incite alone. Patience, perseverance, perspiration 
and labour are the – foundation on which you can 
build your mansion of success. Even with great 
luck and genius, people have had to toil hard to 
be successful and famous as politicians, actors, 
painters, musicians, businessmen’s, sports person’s 
or men of letters. Perseverance and perspirations 
are the other names of good fortune and success. 
Most of the people fail only because their efforts 
are feeble, half hearted and they lack the quality 
of the good and hardworking animal. Remember 
the story of king Bruce? He could succeed and 
vanquish his enemy because he never lost courage 
and heart, made persistent efforts until never lost 
the courage and heart. Tenzing Norgay only a 
Sherpa and porter became world famous for his 
conquest of the Mount Everest but he had to make 
more than a dozen attempts before success and 
victory finally came. 

 It is rightly said that where there is a will there 
is a way. Strong determination, will power and 
motivation are the other necessary ingredients 
of success. The word “impossible” is only in the 
dictionary of fools and frail. Nothing is impossible 
or unachievable in the world, if the efforts are in 
the right direction and backed by strong will. Our 
desires mostly remain unfulfilled because they are 
mere wishes. They lack strong urge and motivation. 

How to Achieve Success 

Muhammad Hassan Sardar 
10th D
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God helps those who help themselves. We should 
differentiate between ‘wish’ and ‘will’. Will 
means unflinching determination, perseverance, 
labour and struggle leading to sweet success and 
fulfillment. Will power is a great motivating force 
more powerful than atomic energy. It has changed 
the course of history and fortunes of mankind. 
Remember Alexander, Chanakya, Joan of Arc, Tilak 
and Napoleon. They were the very embodiments 
of strong will power. The same common clay of 
determination was used in shaping them out.

 Nothing can defeat ones purpose, if it is backed 
by strong resolve and determination not even heavy 
odds, objects poverty and hardships. A determined 
person can even snatch victory and success from 
the Jaws of defeat. Such a man can win great 
battles against heavy odds and large armies with 
the handful of determined and dedicated soldiers. 
There is no gain without pain. Such a person does 
not believe in luck or favours of dame fortune. His 
faith is always firm as a rock and so ultimately, he 
is bound to be crowned with success. 

 Another requirement of success is doing things 
then and there. Procrastination is the thief of house 
knows the value of time. Time is precious, more 
valuable than money and rulers. Lost time can never 
be recovered or compensated. Time is opportunity, 
once lost, it’s never returns. All successful men 
and women and all great persons have been great 
economists of time. They have also been punctual 
in their habits and work. Culture and civilization, 
great discoveries and inventions, conquests and 
achievements own much to them who have made 
the best use of time and opportunities. They never 
waited for an opportunity but created one for 

themselves. They did the maximum in minimum 
time. For them life was too short and there was so 
much to be done and achieved. A proper use of 
time means proper use of opportunity. Remember 
the famous words of Shakespeare, if you want to 
achieve success:-

1. There is a tide in affairs of man

2. Which taken at the flood, leads on to fortune.

3. Omitted, all the voyage of their life.

4. Is bound in shallow and miseries.

5. On such a full sea are we are afloat.

6. And we must take the current when it serves 
or lose our ventures.

 Always define your aims, objectives and 
priorities well with care and pursue them honestly, 
with your full heart, mind and soul. Having 
decided your aim, move forward with steady steps 
towards it, without looking left or right. Never 
be ashamed of your work and position, however 
humble it might be. Cherish it with all your being 
because all work is sacred, so perform it well. Even 
you are engaged in shoe - making, make your shoes 
perfect. This is the only secret of success. Be always 
a learner. Learn from others and from object of 
nature. Know your strength and weakness and 
enlarge the former and reduce and finally eliminate 
the latter. Never find fault with your luck or tools, 
always engage yourself in doing the right things, in 
the right place and time to achieve success. Never 
forget that good aims are not sufficient, they must 
be achieved by noble means. Aims are significant 
but so are the means success is also a mean and an 
end in itself.
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The main aim of education is the all round 
development of a student. Thus, the objectives to be 
achieved through education and training are many 
and comprehensive. Education helps in achieving 
and developing skills, abilities, insights and 
scientific temper. Education aims at developing and 
bringing out the best of student’s inner personality, 
without neglecting the outer and material aspects. 
Education also means that students are made 
capable of standing on their own feet, to earn their 
bread and butter. An educated person is supposed 
to face the challenges of life bravely and successfully. 
No person can be called properly educated if he or 
she fails in making a meaningful contribution to 
the society and country.

The purpose of education is to strike a proper 
balance between inner and outer, emotional and 
practical aspects of one’s personality and life. 
If it is not done, it is not done, it will result in 
an imbalanced development of the personality. 
All round development means the growth and 
development of a mind, spirit and body. All these 
integral and interdependent aspects shouldn’t be 
neglected. Man is emotional as well as rational both 
these aspects should be properly developed so as 
to form parts of an integrated and organic whole. 
Man is neither a thinking machine nor a heap of 
emotions; he is not a bundle of flesh and bones, 
if one is simply guided by emotions, one’s vision 
is bound to be distorted. Similarly, if one goes by 
reason alone then one would be a mere thinking 
robot.

The main task of education is to produce 
useful, intelligent, patriotic, emotionally integrated, 
morally strong, cultured, scientifically tempered 
and healthy young men and women. In short the 
aim or objective of education should be proper 
integration and harmony between feeling, thinking 
and doing.

One of the primary aims of education is 
to develop character. Now, character is a very 
comprehensive term and means not only pattern 
of behaviour of an individual but also moral 
strength, mental presence, self discipline, fortitude 
and reputation etc. Most of our modern problems 
have their origin in our lack of strong moral 
character. The modern age has been suffering 
from the crisis of character. If the character of the 
people is improved, many of the problems would 
take care of themselves. If the character of the 
people of a country is strong it will be very easy 
to overcome any crisis. It is said that if character is 
lost, everything is lost. According to a poet

“Sow a habit and you reap a character. Sow a 
character and you reap a destiny”

Thus the men of character are the men of 
destiny only those with strong moral characters 
have capabilities to control and guide the destinies 
of nations and the world.

Muhammad Ali Jinnah (Quaid e Azam) is one 
of the great example of man of destiny.

The Aim of Education

Muhammad Abdullah Tahir Doggar 
10th D
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You are strong… when you take your grief and 
teach it to smile

You are brave…. When you overcome your fear 
and help others to do the same

You are happy… when you see a flower and are 
thankful for the blessing

You are loving… when your own pain does not 
blind you to the pain of others

You are wise… when you know the limits of your 
wisdom

You are true… when you admit there are times you 
fool yourself

You are alive… when tomorrows hope means more 
to you than yesterday’s mistake

You are growing…when you know what you are 
but not what you will become

You are free… when you are in control of yourself 
and do not wish to control others

 You are honorable… when you find your honor is 
to honor others

You are generous… when you can take as sweetly 
as you can give

You are humble… when you do not know how 
humble you are 

You are thoughtful… when you see me just as I am 
and treat me just as you are

You are merciful… when you don’t need a mirror 
to tell you

You are rich… when you never need more than 
what you have

AND

You are you… when you are at peace with who you 
are not 

You are You

Muhammad Uzair 
10th A

The education imparted in our schools, 
colleges and personalities of the students to enable 
them to face the realities of life with courage and 
confidence. In this context the valuable concept 
of basic education championed by Quaid e Azam 
comes to the mind. Basic education means that 
it should be based on work experience. It should 
aim on producing artisans, craftsman, doctors, 
engineers, teachers, technicians and other such 

professionals who may set up their own workshop, 
factories, mills, dispensaries and schools etc.

The developed and the advanced countries 
like Japan, Canada, America, France, Germany 
etc are so because they are continuously investing 
heavily in education for the last many years. Good 
moral character, scientific temper, selfness of 
purpose, fortitude and sense of human values, like 
compassion, truth, peace, non violence and charity 
are some other aspects of education.
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 Allah Almighty is the creator of mankind and 
man is the inventor of computer and its associated 
technologies. In many ways man and PC (personal 
computer) work intimately in similar fashion. By 
comparing their default function, customized 
operations and common features. We can analyze 
them in the following manner.

i. Hardware and software: the computer 
hardware is installed with software. In human 
logically body is installed with the RUH as 
Allah has told us in Quran.

ii. Virtuous and Evil Deeds: The man in the 
presence of RUH is competent enough to 
perform virtuous or evil deeds on similar 
contents. The computer in the presence of 
operating software can undertake a variety 
of activities for humanity. Both useful as well 
as harmful that’s similar to spread of cyber 
– crimes, viruses and worms, vulgarity and 
profanity etc.

 Antivirus and spiritual protective shield: For 
energy new product the OEM introduces technical 
manual and launches trainings and workshops 
for guidance. Due to mishandling of PCs or 
avoiding standard software protection procedures, 
the software get corrupted or show frequently 
malfunctioning by reason of viruses and worms or 
as a result of hackers/crackers intervention. To cater 
for such problems the system requires a protection 
system, antivirus software. Repeatedly refreshed 

and patched and system has to be scanned regularly 
after each updates sparing some useful time the 
human being, by default has to perform virtuous 
deeds and the same is mentioned in instructional 
manual for mankind (Holy Quran). But implicitly 
or explicitly the man does not maintain desired 
decorum performs evil deeds and follow the 
footsteps of devil. To protect the man, the almighty 
has offered a hierarchic defensive shield composed 
of repeated SALAH (Namaz) regular SAUM (fast) 
and top antivirus like ISTAGHFAR and TAUBA 
and DUA. Therefore, the man is required to protect 
and refresh with righteous activities and scan 
himself in silent hours. 

 Faith and Computer functions are binary:- 
Remember Allah himself is being (one) and  the 
rest of the things in whole universe are binary 
(zero). All computer functions and operations are 
binary. It means either one or zero similarly the 
faith (in Allah) is also binary i.e completely into 
submission of Allah (means one) and follow not 
(means zero) the footsteps of the devil.

 Protect RUH Protect software: the computer 
user puts in best effort to keep the computer software 
operational and update by regular installations (of, 
OS or applications) and using different techniques 
and engage him/her self in executing programs 
where as user puts in little (or sometimes no) effort 
to protect the hardware consistently on contrary, 
the human invests in all efforts to make the body 
(hardware) healthy and presentable in the society 

Computer and The Holy Quran

Muhammad Ahmad 
1st Year F
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but our social and physical science did not define 
any mechanism to nourish, protect and purify the 
ultimate software i-e (RUH). Against the will of 
Allah, the msn pays more attention to care the body 
as compared to (RUH). That is why, the Prophet 
Muhammad (SAW) directed us not to fill in the 

bellies to much, eat simple, avoid excessive sleep 
and wakeup midnight for remembrance (of Allah) 
for spiritual attainment. The beneficial stuff for 
health of RUH is good deeds, Allah consciousness 
and ZIKR calling names and remembrance of 
Allah. 

 Education means “enlighten” or 
“acknowledgement”. It also means the develop-
ment of the whole personality. All the developed 
countries have an organized and well planned 
system of education which gives their students 
a specific aim and make them honorable and 
cultured citizen. This is the system of education 
which makes its citizen good human being by 
their social and ethical development that is why 
education system should be well organized and 
planned.

 Firstly the great failure of our education 
system is that there is  no clarity about the 
medium of education Urdu and English both 
the languages are intermingled with each other 
in our many institutions. That’s why students are 

unable to comprehend both the languages and they 
remain passive they also fail to get perception and 
perfection in both the languages in our schools. 
English is made compulsory but it is presented 
before students in such away that it seems very 
difficult.

 Further another glaring drawback of our 
education system is its teachers. Teachers who are 
regarded as the back bone in the education system 
of any country. These are the teachers that may 
play significant role in making the students good 
human beings or in making them praise worthy 
personalities.

 I would say that education system should be 
well organized and according to the need of the 
present time.  

Our Education System

Shahmir Muhammad 
6th Red
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 If I could be any animal in the world, I would 
be a bird. There is no particular bird that I would 
most enjoy being. I could be the smallest blue 
jay or the most dangerous hawk; neither is more 
intriguing to me. There are two reasons why I 
would like to be a bird and only one reason I would 
not. I believe that the bird is a beautiful creature 
and I also believe that the birds are the most 
amazing animal on earth. Most have the ability to 
fly. Some use ground travel, some use claws and 
other use only their beaks. Birds come the luckiest 
creature to ever live. But then there are the few 
downsides of being a bird. The downsides are few, 
but significant. Let’s take the penguin for example. 
What terrible thing could a bird have done to be 
a wingless, legless birds stuck in the middle of the 
South Pole. The poor things must be miserable! I 
know that if I were a bird, I would prefer to have 
wings and legs. 

• Practice makes a man perfect, but all work, no 
play, makes jack a dull boy.

• A bird in hand is worth than two in the bush 
but a man’s desires exceed his grasp.

 Another downside would be captivation. 
Now I am human and all but I were looking the 
life from a bird’s point of view, I would have to say 
captivation isn’t exactly what I would be striving 
for. Part of the fun about being a bird would have to 
be freedom that comes along with it. The freedom 
of a bird is one of the major reasons I choose this 
creature. A bird has the freedom to live wherever 
he/she pleases. 

 A nest could be built almost anywhere! Birds 
also have the credible ability to see the world from 
a point of view completely different from our own. 
They can fly! They can see things, smell things and 
touch things that are so far beyond our reach in so 
many ways. This is why I believe that the birds are 
the luckiest creature on this earth. 

• If at first you don’t succeed try try again, but 
don’t beat a dead horse.

• A good beginning makes a good ending but 
it’s not over till it’s over. 

Birds

Muhammad 
1st Red

But

Mudassar Khan
6th Green
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 It is commonly said that “life is not a bed of 
roses” the meaning of this phrase is that those who 
think or take life comfortable and full of luxuries 
without any difficulty really live in fool’s paradise, 
in fact, life is full of complexities and struggle. 
Struggle and hard work is necessary for any kind 
of real and great success in life.

        In life we have to struggle to achieve higher 
aims and on the other hand higher aims require 
greater struggle. It is said by someone, “Life is full 
of difficulties, meet them, treat them, and try to 
defeat them.”

 My father is always there whenever I find 
difficulties anywhere I never feel lonely anywhere 
because his love is always near. 

 My father is very caring. His heart is full of 
sharing. His guidance makes me daring in every 
field of playing.

 Efforts and determination are also very 
essential in life. No success is a ripe fruit which 
drops without effort in the mouth.

 We have also golden chances and oppor-
tunities in life and ironically some time we take it 
casually and often we lose these opportunities. 

 At the end, we need struggle, determination, 
spirit and courage as life requires hardwork and 
efforts from us. Those who sit idle or lazy do not 
succeed well.

 He is the greatest father in the world. He loves 
me from the core of his heart. Oh father! Let me 
express my sentiments in many a word. I love you 
more than anything in the world.

Life is Not a Bed of Roses

Mahad Khan 
10th D

My Loving Father

Mirza Faraz Baig 
9th F
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In the 1950s, British astronomer Fred Boyle 
pointed out that, when the earth was created, its 
elements were mixed in the right proportions for 
life to emerge, living organisms have almost equal 
numbers of carbon and oxygen atoms. Too little 
oxygen would have deprived the earth of rock and 
soil; too much would have denied existence to the 
basic molecules in living organisms.

One by one, probes far into space have 
revealed conditions so different from anything 
on earth that it seems that life as we know it is 
unlikely anywhere else in our solar system. Our 
galaxy has 100,000 million stars and other bodies. 
So far we have tested comparatively few planets 
and their satellites, but many scientists say that the 
possibility of life exists on mars. In 1976, Viking I 
and Viking 2 examined. The soil on Mars for signs 
of microscopic life. None was found, but nobody 
is yet bold enough to close the casebook. Mars has 
many different environments. One of them could 
have something resembling out bacteria.

Despite all the doubts a $100 million, ten 
year program began in October 1992 to search 

for signals from other civilizations. The quest by 
the United States National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA), is called SET1, the search 
for extra-terrestrial intelligence.

On an intensive scale, it is in two parts: 
one targets 1000 specific stars the other scans 
vast region of the sky. The world’s largest radio 
telescope at Arecibo in Puerto Rico and others 
at Greenbank, West Virginia and Goldstone in 
California’s Mojave Desert explore the northern 
skies. Australia’s Parkes radio telescope surveys the 
south. Results go to a computer so powerful that it 
can make 1000 million tests every second to shift 
messages sent possibly by an alien civilization from 
signals occurring naturally in space.

What do researchers expect to find? With luck, 
a simple message indicating we are here………..we 
are here. If the quest yields nothing, it will confirm 
some, already believe, that through a remarkable 
combination of events, Earth alone received all 
necessities of life. That provides another good 
reason to protect it. If we ruin our planet, we’ll have 
nowhere else to go. 

Why do We Doubt that Life  
Exists in Space
Hassan Ali 
8th D
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Don’t make me that I want to be,

Make me what is better for me.

Give me strength to fly so high,

That I can fly and touch the sky.

You are the only to whom I pray,

Pray for mercy and do not stray.

My sins and wickedness be one side,

Your mercy, beneficence the other side.

You will forgive me, I believe so,

I am man and can’t be your foe. 

I will try my level best,

Not to be again in such an arrest.

Feeling of sadness will stay no more,

That is hope and I am also sure.

Your benevolence upon my ring,

The song of victory I will sing.

Dear Allah!  

Anees Ur Rehman 
6th Red
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You will see me:

You will see me as a great star,

In the clouds flying so far,

In my hands and face,

There would be many scars,

By working hard,

I will achieve my goal,

And the passion would be in my soul.

Snapshot of the rain:

In these dull, grey hues

All the reds, greens and blues,

Look so much brighter,

And at the same time lighter 

Is this magic?

Does it look happy or tragic?

All these bathed views,

In the dull, grey hues,

A sheet of rain,

With it this we view gain

Of all those red, greens and blues,

In these dull grey hues 

Verses

Hassan Abdul Wasay 
6th Red
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Impossible! Impossible! Impossible!

Everyone in the world, when can’t do something says

Impossible!

When you can’t win you say,

Impossible!

When they can’t conquer they say,

Impossible!

When I also can’t succeed I say,

Impossible!

But we never think about the world,

‘Impossible’ that itself says,

I’m POSSIBLE! YES…

I am POSSIBLE!

A precious wealth
This can never be stolen or lost

It is more powerful
Than sword

It does not kill the people

But kills their evil thoughts
It shows the way to those

Who are lost in the darkness
It is also the source

To tell the feelings of our heart 

Impossible

Ehsan Ali 
10th D

Pen

Zawar Ahmed Nisar 
8th B
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I am a book inn elegant prints

To know my name, here are some hints

Rich in cover and nicely bound

In the heart of Muslims, I am rarely found

High on a shelf, I am kept

Forgotten there, I am left

With respect, I do get lots of kiss

My main points is what they always miss

In a melodious voice, they recite me

Neglecting the message inside me

At time, I am used for phony swear

My true use is very rare

I have wisdom, I have treasure

So much so there is no measure

I am your saviour, I am your guide

But who is there to follow the bide

Right from wrong is my fame

Holy Quran is my name

Holy Quran is My Name

Muhammad Zain Tariq
1st Year D
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The one who is Rehman

Who gave us the Holy Quran?

The creator of everyone

Neither a father nor a son

Made the sun, the moon, the stars

The Almighty, the lord of ours

Who is a help, who is the best

He is above all in every test

He’ll give everything the rest 

The fate, the destiny already set

Oh! Dear people why don’t you thank

The one with the highest rank

This is the conclusion and I say

You’ll get everything, if you pray

Hamd

Sardar Inamullah 
4th Green
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One day a man said to “God”

I love you the most

God took all his wealth and asked

Do you love me now?

The man said “More then before”

God make all his family against

So, they all left him

God asked “Do you still love me”? 

He said “yes”

God made him so poor that he had nothing to wear and eat

God asked once more

“Do you love me now”?

The man said “I love you the most”

As there is nothing between me & you”

God and Me 

Shah Nawaz 
5th Red
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You hold my hand,
Make me smile,

You made me laugh,
You made me cry,

Oh, how time flew by,
Not a day went by,

When we didn’t fight,
But each passing day,

Proved a delight,
Although we’re now far apart,

You’ll always remain in my heart,
I just wish that you were still here, in Burn Hall,

Whenever and wherever I’d return, 
You’d be there 

The one word “Mother”
Compare it with other

The first word of the infant
The last word of the brave
So kind and so forgiving

Praise her while she is living
For sincere then a “Mother”
From the cradle to the grave

True Friend

Sibghatullah 
3rd Red

Mother 

Shahbaz Abbasi 
1st Orange
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The white the snow, the beautiful snow
Filling the sky and earth below

Over the house – tops, over the street
Over the heads of the people you meet

Dancing, flirting, skimming along

Snow

Shahbaz Abbasi 
1st Orange

My desk is in the first two rows
That just beneath the teacher’s nose

Her eyes are on me, just like glue
She watches everything I do

I raise my hand, I seldom speak
I swear I am the perfect geek
I wish I were row four or five
And then I’d really come alive

I’d throw some spit balls, pass some notes
I’d really get the teachers goat

I’d make them laugh, I’d be a ham
I like to joke, that’s who I am

My teacher know – and what I fear
Is that is why she keeps me near

Front Row

Muhammad Abu Bakkar 
2nd Blue
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Get up o people, on your feet,

To beat the enemy’s greedy fleet.

Get up o people why are you tired;

You are alive, you haven’t died.

Get up o people, your country is calling;

Using your blood, save it from falling.

Get up o people, now use your hand;

To save this beloved, sacred land.

Get up o people, it’s time to shine;

Like the rising sun, which shines with sign?

Get up o people, it’s do or die;

For if you, I always cry.

Get up o people, because you are alive;

You have not died, just a bit more strive.

Like the Rising Sun

Shoraim Jadoon 
4th Blue
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Some color less eyes
Some wounded bodies

Some torn clothes
Some notebooks with scars

Scars of blood
Scars of tears

Scars of sadness
Scars of innocence

All are crying
All are screaming

What was our fault?
What was our fault?

We were the flowers
Flowers of your garden

We had to blossom
We had to spread fragrance of happiness

We had to give scent to new spring
Ah! Some cruel feet

Ruined us, wrecked us
We……

Unblossomed untouched flowers…

O! My mom! My beloved mom, I had to sleep in your lap
I had to sleep in your lap

It’s over now
It’s over now

Osculate my forehead
Say me good bye
I have to go now

Not to comeback forever

In the Memory of Martyrs of APS 
Peshawar
Miss Ayesha Azeem 
English Teacher
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Oh Mom! I love you

Oh Mom! I miss you

Oh Mom!

I am so alone

Oh Mom I need you

I don’t know what to do,

I have no sense that’s why?

I am so confused 

Why I can’t survive”

Oh Mom!

I want your guidance

I want your help

I really need you

Oh Mom! I miss you

Oh Mom! I am so alone

I remember the days when

You were with me

When you cared for me

When you guided me

I remember that all

Oh Mom! I miss you

 Oh Mom! I love you

I really need you 

Oh Mom! I really need you 

Mom!!!!!

Mom

Sardar Dilawar 
6th Green
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Friends are those
Fresh like rose
Know thy heart

In your life they shine
Like stars

Which never dim?
But make your days brim 

They act like moon
Who come and go
But never forego
Friends are those

Fresh like rose

Friends

Afaq Ahmed 
9th F

The circling pigeons, the crying child
Both they are provocative and mild

The echoing sound, their feather produce
For laugh and joy, the child they seduce

They measure the sky with flapping wings
Adore their master who sings

Both are happy, pigeons and him
And I have no lord in my hymn 

A Provocation

Umar Nawaz 
1st Year C
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Each day you stood before us

And gave us your time

You gave us your patience

And helped to expand our minds

Thanks for what you gave me 

And for what you have taught 

You helped me with the questions

For the answer I have sought

A teacher is an adviser

Councilor and a friend

Imparter of knowledge

Which never has an end?

All these things you were to me

And I am thankful to this day

I have now succeeded

And you helped to show me the way

Teacher 

Sardar Dilawar 
6th Green
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When one is asked to obey

One asks what am I do?

Is this just blind obedience?

Surely this can’t be true

To really obey from the heart 

One needs heart felt conviction

Something to stir you inside

So to bring a faith filled reaction

This comes only by God’s breath

Shown in his power and effect

Making man’s soul stirred to believe

Being convinced of being his alert

So believing truth keeps you firm 

Holding you strong never to let go

So obeying comes from a believing heart

Active in faith having mind to see

To believe makes good sense

Following on brings obedience

Obedience 

Aryan Eiraj 
1st Green
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I saw a dream, like ice – cream
Just like cream, so good and sweet

I saw a river of cream
Houses of cake, we can’t bake

It’s my dream that can’t be true
But nothing is impossible because

Always there is I’m possible

Oh God! Make my dream come true
No need to work
No need to read
Just eat and eat

Oh God! This is my dream

My Dream

Mudassar Khan 
6th Green

Very funny
Like Bugs bunny

Eating Honey
With no money

Ask your Mummy 
To check your tummy
And give you money
To buy some Honey
Yum! Yum! Yummy

Very Funny  
 
Afaq Ahmed 
9th F
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Who sat and watched my infant head 

When sleeping on my cradle bed

And fears of sweet affection shed

My Mother  

Who dressed me in clothes nice & gay 

And fondly taught me how to play

And minded all I had to say

My Mother

Who ran to help me when I fell

And would some briefly story tell

Or kiss my head to make me well

My Mother

And can I ever cease to be

Affectionate & kind to thee

Who was so kind to me

My mother

When thou are feeble, old & gooey

My healthy arm shall be thy stay

And I will soothe thy pairs away

My mother   

My Mother 

Mirza Fahad Baig 
9th F
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Every day when I rise

I see my mother’s eyes

At that time one thing comes in my mind

What! She will be doing at that time

I feel that she is bugging me 

Loving and affectionately 

At that time my eyes are full of tears

Her voice runs in my ears

I want to go back to her

But I have to fulfill her dreams

To be an army officers in my future

May Allah bless her with all blessing she wants 

And also with those she can’t get

For my dearest mother

My mother, the best mother

The Feelings of A Son

Malik Aayan Ali Khan 
5th Green
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House Master : Mr Saqlain Safdar
Assistant House Masters : Mr Ibrar Tanoli
 : Mr Zeeshan
House Prefect : Muhammad Ahmad
Assistant House Prefects : Aftab Ahmad
 : Muhammad Bilal Anwar
Sports Secretary : Sher Ali
Mess Secretary : Faizan Ali

 Army Burn Hall College for Boys moulds the life of students in accordance with the teachings of Islam 
to lead successful life and to face every challenge of it. With great sense of sacrifice they are ready even at 
cost of their life. The college also enables them to lead and play a positive role in the progress of the country. 
The Principal, House Masters and Teachers guide them in every step they take and help them in all spheres 
of life.

Syed Ahmed Shaeed House
The Champion House
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 Syed Ahmed Shaheed House was named after a great warrior. So the boys of the house try to keep the 
upbeat and valour of Syed Ahmed. Infact SAS House has always been trying to inculcate in the students a 
strong sense of competition and challenge up to the Motto “To what heights can I not Rise”.

 The students excelled not only in extra curricular activities but in academics as well. This year our 
house won both Junior and Senior Sports Inter House Competition as well. This year Syed Ahmed Shaheed 
House clinched the Champions Trophy because the students of the house proved their mettle in every 
event. Syed Ahmed Shaheed House also won the Academic trophy as well as Dr. Waqar Ullah Trophy.

Trophies (Seniors)

Hockey, Football, Squash, Volleyball, Dr Waqarullah Memorial and COAS Champions Trophy

Trophies (Juniors)

Football, Hockey, Basketball, Tennis and Volleyball

House Best Achievers

House Best Boy (Senior) Muhammad Ahmad

House Best Boy (Junior) Muhammad Zakaria Shahzada

Best in Academics (Senior) Aftab Ahmad

Best in Academics (Junior) Farrukh Fahim

Best Athlete (Senior) Habib-ur-Rehman

Best Athlete (Junior) Noman Khalid

Best Sportsman (Senior) Muhammad Noman Khalid

Best Sportsman (Junior) Hamza Chaudhry

House Captains and Colours (Seniors)

Game Captain Colours

Cricket Asad Ali Shigri Aftab Ahad

Football Sher Ali Faizan Ali
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Hockey Muhammad Ahmad Asad Ali Shigri

Squash Abdul Mannan Abuzar Jameel

Volleyball Habib-ur-Rehman Najam-ud-Din

Tennis Muhammad Noman Khalid Najam-ud-Din

Basketball Ahmad Nawaz Waleed Khalid

Athletics Sher Ali Waleed Khalid

House Captains and Colors (Juniors)

Game Captain Colours

Cricket Jan Ali Raza Muhammad Zakaria

Football Abdul Ahad Muhammad Fahim

Hockey Muhammad Daud Osama Akram

Squash Abdullah Tahir Ghulam Nabi

Volleyball Abdullah Ahmad Mahad Khan

Tennis Abdullah Cheema Abbas Khan

Basketball Nosherwan Ahmad Ahmad Mehmood

“This is not the end, this is not even the beginning of the end, this is 
just perhaps the end of the beginning.”

– Winston S. Churchill 
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House Master : Mir Iftikhar Ahmed

Assistant House Masters : Mr Rehmat Ullah

 : Mr Ibrarullah

House Prefect : Aamir Latif

Assistant House Prefects : Muhammad Zubair Wazir

 : Muhammad Faizan Shaukat

Sports Secretary : Abdul Wahab
Mess Secretary : Nasir Waseem

 Sultan Tipu Shaheed House is named after a great warrior and ruler. Its name is essentially on account 
of the valour, dignity, and honour for a man who dedicated all his life to a great cause and worked  for 
Muslims and sacrificed his life. His martyrdom will always remain exemplary in our lives.

Sultan Tipu Shaheed House
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 A public school provides the arena where boys are tamed to complete and excel their abilities The 
college provides all facilities and opportunities to borders to help them to enter practical life. STS house 
plays a vital role in the character building of its students and polish their potential. 

 STS house refines and chanalizes extra curricular activities to enhance the talent of children. STS 
house has been carrying out all these activities since the establishment of the house. It is a symbol of 
integrity, pride and honour for the college. Like all other years, this year too the house showed remarkable 
improvement in academics as well as in sports. Here we need to keep this thing in our minds that STS 
house has maintained first position for the last three years.

 STS house inculcates and develops integrity, discipline and sportsman spirit among its students. It 
encourages its  students to take active part in curricular, co-curricular and extra curricular activities. The 
students of this house take part in the competition with conviction and strength they fight very hard and 
always give tough time to their opponents.

Trophies (Seniors)

Tennis

Trophies (Juniors)

Squash

House Best Achievers

House Best Boy (Senior) Aamir Latif

House Best Boy (Junior) Rana Ahmad

Best in Academic (Senior) Turab Haider

Best in Academic (Junior) Abdullah Faryad

Best Athlete (Senior) Sheraz Dogar

Best Athlete (Junior) Rashid Aslam

Best Sportsman (Senior) Arif Wazir

Best Sportsman (Junior) Hamza Ashiq
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House Captains and Colours (Seniors)

Game Captain Colours

Cricket Afnan Pasha Khan Zeb

Football Arif Wazir Farhan Khan

Hockey Shoaibullah Nasir Wasim

Squash Zubair Wazir Jamal Abdul Nasir

Volleyball Farhan Zafar Awais Cheema

Tennis Jamal Abdul Nasir Sheraz Dogar

Basketball Turab Haider Zaigham Sattar

Athletics Zaigham Sattar Arif Wazir

House Captains and Colours (Juniors)

Game Captain Colours

Cricket Rana Zaheer Rana Ahmad

Football Faizan Khan Adil Amir

Hockey Sheroz Dogar Ahad Abdullah

Squash Muhammad bin Amir Muzzamil Cheema

Volleyball Rashid Aslam Munad Bhutta

Tennis Abdullah Faryad Faizan Khan

Basketball Ali Hamza Ahmad Masood
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Shah Ismail Shaheed House

House Master : Mr Ayaz Hussain Zahid
Assistant House Masters : Mr Ali Hafeez
  Mr Ummar Ali
House Prefect : Abdul Wahab
Assistant House Prefects : Shahab-ud-Din Ahmad
  Jamal Tauqeer
Sports Secretary : Hammad Ali
Mess Secretary : Muhammad Nauman Munir

 Shah Ismail Shaheed House is named after the gallant warrior, great scholar and a valiant fighter. The 
House draws its name purely on the ground of dauntless, daring, honourable and scholarly properties of 
the hero, who did his utmost efforts to resist the mounting sick influence. His martyrdom will serve as an 
edifying pinnacle for our upcoming generations.

 It is a matter of great pride for the students of Shah Ismail Shaheed House that, in keeping with its 
traditions, the house has performed well and given neck to neck competition to both Syed Ahmed Shaheed 
House and Sultan Tipu Shaheed House.
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 Shah Ismail Shaheed House has positively proved its mettle in the field of sports. It is also note worthy 
that majority of the boys in the college teams were from this house. The Motto of our house is “Always 
Speak Truth” and the spirit of leadership and fight for the Right has always remained an integral part of the 
house. It is the slogan of SIS House that ‘dignity always comes out of excellent conduct’ as shown by our 
young Ismalians.

Trophies (Seniors)

Qirat/Naat and Basketball 

Trophies (Juniors)

Cricket

House Best Achievers

House Best Boy (Senior) Shahab-ud-Din

House Best Boy (Junior) Afaq Nasir

Best in Academics (Senior) Noman Munir

Best in Academics (Junior) Tafheem Ahsan

Best Athlete (Senior) Hammad Ali

Best Athlete (Junior) Abubakkar

Best Sportsman (Senior) Bilal Khan

Best Sportsman (Junior) Hisham Sarwar

House Captains and Colours (Seniors)

Game Captain Colours

Cricket Shahab-ud-Din Adnan Khan

Football Abdul Wahab Noman Munir

Hockey Kashif Akhtar Hammad Ali

Squash Bilal Khan Ali Hasnain
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Volleyball Usman Tanveer Bilal Khan

Tennis Zia-ul-Islam Nizam-ud-Din

Basketball Ali Hasnain Waqar Ahmad

Athletics Abdul Wahab Adnan Khan

House Captains and Colours (Juniors)

Game Captain Colours

Cricket Ozair Hussain Shah Afrasayab Akhtar

Football Mudassar Ali Afaq Sarfraz

Hockey Ali Haider Huzaifa Saleem

Squash Hasnain Zain-ul-Abideen Immad-ud-Din

Volleyball Hanan Sajid Iqbal Kakar

Tennis Mehr Dawar Mian Mustafa Shah

Basketball Arsalan Sajjad Umer Hassan

“No one can insult me, because I do not want respect.
No one can defeat me, because I have given up the idea of winning.
How can you defeat me? You can only defeat someone who wants to 
win.”

– Lao Tzu
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Sher Khan Shaheed House

Housemaster : Qazi Muhammad Arshad
Assistant Housemasters : Mr Wajid Mehmood
  Mr Uzair
House Prefect : Usman Ullah
Assistant House Prefects : Osman Rashid
  Anwar-ul-Haq
Sports Secretary : Abdullah Noor
Mess Secretary : Arsalan Ahmad

 Sher Khan Shaheed House is a new addition in the ranks of three other Houses which existed in past. 
The House was established in 2012 and has been named after a great hero of Nation Captain Sher Khan 
Shaheed (Nishan-e-Haider). The Hallians of this house derive great inspiration from the heroic life of 
Captain Sher Khan Shaheed (Nishan-e-Haider) who started his career as an aircraft man in Pakistan Air 
Force and earned a regular commission in Pakistan Army as a 2nd Lieutenant and proved his loyalty for his 
Nation through his great sacrifice and the Nation responded in the same manner awarding him the highest 
military award Nishah-e-Haider. The Hallians of this house pledge to follow the footsteps of great Shaheed 
and will Insha-Allah keep this torch of Shuhadaah high and inspiring for the young Hallians.
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 Sher Khan Shaheed House despite a new house, it has shown an excellent performance in academics as 
well as in sports. The House has secured many positions in curricular and co-curricular activities. Although 
this year, the House could not get Inter-House Championship Trophy, however it produced a remarkable 
percentage of players in college sports team.

 The achievements of House are as follow:-

Trophies (Seniors)

Quiz, English Declamation, Cricket, Brig BA Malik and Academics Trophy

House Best Achievers

House Best Boy (Senior) Usmanullah

House Best Boy (Junior) Mujeeb-ur-Rehman

Best in Academics (Senior) Hafiz Yasir

Best in Academics (Junior) Tabish Nawaz

Best Athlete (Senior) Arsalan Ahmad

Best Athlete (Junior) Danish Kamal

Best Sportsman (Senior) Ahmad Faraz

Best Sportsman (Junior) Irfan Aziz

House Captains and Colours (Seniors)

Game Captain Colours

Cricket Arsalan Ahmad Hafiz Yasir

Football Usmanullah Abdullah Noor

Hockey Usman Rasheed Ahmad Faraz

Squash Usman Rasheed Hafiz Yasir

Volleyball Ahmad Faraz Arsalan Ahmad

Tennis Abdul Rehman Ahmad Faraz
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Basketball Abdullah Noor Abdul Rehman

Athletics Abdullah Noor Usman Rasheed

House Captains and Colours (Juniors)

Game Captain Colours

Cricket Mujeeb-ur-Rehman Syed Muhammad Ali

Football Irfan Aziz Zarak Khan

Hockey Ali Hassan Mujeeb-ur-Rehman

Squash Fawad Khan Zarak Khan

Volleyball Mujeeb-ur-Rehman Anees Khan

Tennis Shameer Awan Abubakkar Gondal

Basketball Tabish Nawaz Danish Kamal

The momentous thing in human life is the art of winning the soul to 
good or evil.

– Francis Bacon

“One should always play fairly when one has the winning cards.” 

– Oscar Wilde

The price of success is hard work, dedication to the job at hand, and 
the determination that whether we win or lose, we have applied the 
best of ourselves to the task at hand.

– Vince Lombardi
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English Literary Society

Incharge : Mr Aamir Khurshid
Assistant-in-Charges : Mr Mansoor Alam Khan
President : Fahad Zaman Khan
Vice President : Muhammad Ali Javed
Secretary : Muhammad Zain Tariq
Joint Secretary : Muhammad Khizar Nizami

 The English Literacy Society of the College has always shown academic excellence in all curricular activities and 

has successfully conducted the Inter House Declamation Competitions both for Juniors and Seniors time and again. 

In addition, it has also organized the essay writing competition.

 The Society sent its students to All Pakistan Bilingual Declamation Competitions all over the country and the 

Hallians put up a very good show and proved their worth and amused the listeners with their wit and oratory and 

brought laurels to the College.

 Moreover, English Literary Society organised all the functions of the college and played its role to give confidence 

to the students. ELS has contributed a lot in polishing the public speaking skills of the students.
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Biology Club

Incharge : Mr Nadeem Ahmad
Assistant-in-Charges : Miss Sadaf Massey 
  Mr Rahmatullah
President : Jamal Abdul Nasir
Vice President : Sheraz Dogar
Secretary : Muhammad Bilal Liaquat

 It is a fact that scientific development shows the development of a country. It is the need of the day 
that besides theoretical teaching, students should be involved in the practical and creative work at grass 
root level. In this connection students do research before building a model and ensure provision of related 
knowledge.

 Like the previous years, the biology club along with its all members remained busy in preparing models 
and doing science activities. Our goal is to expose member to academics and career opportunities.

 All members of biology club took keen interest in their scientific work. Some of the notable models 
were CT scan, circulatory system, respiratory system, food pyramid, ecosystem, Dengui life cycle etc. The 
efforts of the students were highly appreciated by the Chief Guest of the Parents Day.
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Chemistry Club

Incharge : Mr Zahid Mehmood
Assistant-in-Charges : Mr Naveed Ahmad Anjum 
  Mr Atif  Mumtaz
President : Ahmar Asif
Vice President : Fahad Zaman Khan
Secretary : Haris Abdullah Noor         

 Displaying academic excellence, the Chemistry Club took keen interest in the  demonstration of 
various skills as well as working models and projects this year. It is an obvious fact that students were 
imparted more practical knowledge of their subject in a better fashion, their own creative abilities were 
utilized in the preparation of models and projects. This was the aim before us, the difficult task of planning 
and putting together the various projects in the chemistry labs. We are thankful to God that the strong 
patience of the students and the able guidance of the club incharge, bore fruit and a successful chemistry 
exhibition was held on the Parents Day.

 Projects like Water purification plant, solar heating system in houses, volcanic eruption, plant for 
manufacturing of bleaching powder, were not only highly interesting but also showed the tiring efforts 
of the club members. The respectable Chief Guest and the honourable guests highly appreciated the hard 
work of the young scientists. In return we are debted to the Principal and the CI who provided us help and 
guidance that we needed at every step.
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Electronics Club

Incharge : Mr Qasim Abbasi
Assistant-in-Charges : Mr Wasib Ali 
  Mr Ali Hafeez
President : Abdul Wahab
Vice President : Abdullah Noor
Secretary : Muhammad Raza Wazir

 In today’s world electronics and digital electronics are playing vital role in our lives. Keeping this in 

view, Electronics Club which is leading club of the college gives practical opportunities to the pluckers to 

show their abilities and skills in the field of electronics. Its main objective is to promote electronics, digital 

electronics and to aware the students for its practical training and to develop interest towards science.

 Like the previous years, this year too the Electronics Club provided a perfect platform to the young 

Hallians to display their outstanding projects. Some of the projects were fire alarm, UPS, geostationary 

ultraviolet filter, satellite, practical functioning of D.C Motor. Inshaallah in the next year the Hallians will 

show the best of their abilities, in the field of electronics and digital electronics and will setup new trends 

in the field of electronics. We are thankful for the co-operation of our worthy Principal.
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Computer Club

Incharge : Mr Zubair Ahmed Lodhi

Assistant-in-Charges : Qazi Adnan-ul-Haq

  Mr Jamshaid Ali Turi

President : Hafiz Abdul Rafeh

Vice President : Muhammad Ahmad

Secretary : Ali Haider Lali

 Information Technology plays a significant role in the lives of everyone. Not only it has brought the people 

closer to one another but also it has brought the World to our finger tips, if we need any information it is just one 

click away.

 The college is well aware of the importance of Information Technology and has introduced the computer subject 

right from the lower level so that the Hallians should be kept abreast with the ever changing global scenario.

 Apart from all this the college has established the Computer Club where students are provided with ample 

opportunities to show their skills in Information Technology. The Club is provided with upto date well equipped 

Computer Lab. The Chief Guest and visiting parents appreciated the efforts put in by the young Hallians.
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Fine Arts Club

Incharge : Mrs Rubina Sohail
Assistant-in-Charges : Mrs Mehnaz
  Mrs Jamila Gul
  Mrs Rabia Nazir
President : Muhammad Ammar Shahid
Vice President : Sajawal Dogar
Secretary : Umer Farooq

 Fine art is a creative art, especially visual art primarily for aesthetic purposes, judged for its beauty and 
meaningfulness, as painting, sculpture, drawing, water colour, graphics and architecture. The word “fine” 
denotes the purity of the discipline.

 Fine Arts Club provides an opportunity to students to show their talent, express their aesthetic skills, 
sense and taste by creating beautiful pieces of art and different channels such as landscapes, photography, 
sketching, glass work, mosaic and collage work etc. As always the Fine Arts Club has been rendering 
valuable services and remains busy throughout the year in exhibiting profound talent and creative abilities 
of Hallians.

 On Annual Parents’ Day and Prize Distribution Ceremony, the Club gave marvellous display. The 
gallery was greatly appreciated by the Chief Guest and Parents. 
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Drama Club

Incharge : Mrs Aniqa Anwar Shah 
Assistant-in-Charges : Mrs Nuzhat Mumtaz
 : Mr Qadeer Qureshi
 : Miss Tahira Sadiq
President : Muhammad Khalid
Vice President : Muhammad Raza Wazir
Secretary : Osama Ashfaq

 Drama is the fountain of life for the children. It gives sparkle to home, school or wherever children 
gather. Children are actors without stage fright. They perform as expertly to an empty hall as to a full 
house. They say what they feel and feel what they say. They unashamedly use enormous conceptions and 
unintentional puns. Creativity abounds, children ride a plant ‘horse’, eat sand ‘cakes’ and drink water 
‘drinks’ without apology for their realism. If adult have sensitive ears, eyes and hearts, they may be moved 
from the deepest anguish to poetic ecstasy or be entertained by rollicking slap stick.

 Drama is something that we all engage in daily life. Drama has a role to play in all the four skills; 
reading, writing, speaking and listening. This year too the Drama Club of the College was busy in the 
creative faculties of the Hallians. On the occasion of Annual Parents Day and Prize Distribution Ceremony, 
they presented an English Play ‘Twelfth Night’ which was very well appreciated by the guests and also a 
tableau based on the song of Jawad Ahmed to highlight the sense of patriotism among the masses. Apart 
from these the young Hallians long sang various folk songs to show the national harmony.
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College Teams

Hockey

Football
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College Teams

Basketball

Cricket
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Appointment Holders & House Administration

Appointment Holders

House Administration



It is the lot of man to share in the deeper aspirations 

of the universe around him and to share his own destiny 

as well as that of the universe, now by adjusting himself 

to its forces, now by putting the whole of his energy to 

his own ends and purposes.

Allama Muhammad Iqbal
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Islamic Studies Department

Physics Department

English Department
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Pakistan Studies Department

Urdu Department

Mathematics Department
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Chemistry Department

Biology Department

Computer Science Department
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Kids presenting their innocent love for Pakistan The boys of junior wing, marching

Kids enjoying colours of life on Colour Day Young Hallians presenting traditional dresses

Shah Ismail Shaheed House receiving Independence  
Day Trophy

A memorable group photo with Principal
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The dancing boys of outgoing 2nd yearDance Performance by young Hallians

Drama Presentation Chief Instructor gives away the Qirat and Naat Trophy to  
SIS House

The College Prefect delivering a speech STS House receiving the Inter House Urdu  
Declamation Trophy
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Fahad Zaman presenting his arguments The participants of Inter House English Declamation  
Competition

SKS House receiving the Inter House English  
Declamation Trophy

A young participant of the quiz competition

The participants of Inter House Quiz Competition STS House receiving the Inter House Quiz Trophy
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Group photo of the appointments of  Junior School

Oath Taking Ceremony of the boys Junior School Very wellcome!

School appointments with the Principal

Great achievement; well done boy! Junior School appointments
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Miss Zahida Abbasi - The Best Teacher (Biology) Mrs Aniqa Anwar Shah - The Best Teacher (Urdu)

Mr Hanif Khan - The Best Teacher (Biology)Mrs Saira Iftikhar - The Best Teacher (Chemistry)

Mr Shabahat Umer Farooq - The Best Teacher (Urdu) Mr Habib-ur-Rahman - The Best Teacher (Mathematics)
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Mr Shahzad Khan - The Best Teacher (Pak Studies) Mrs Nuzhat Mumtaz - The Best Teacher (Urdu)

Mr Saleem Nawaz - The Best Teacher (Islamiat) Mr Qadeer Qureshi - The Best Teacher (Urdu)

Mr Asim Malik - The Best Teacher (Mathematics) Mr Shakeel Ahmed - The Best Teacher (Physics)
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Mr Jamshaid Ali Turi - The Best Teacher (Computer Science) Mr Shad Muhammad - The Best Teacher (Biology)

Miss Sadaf Massey - The Best Teacher (Biology) Mr Wasib Ali - The Best Teacher (Physics)

Mrs Nabila Hassan - The Best Teacher (English) Principal Brig Mukhtar Muhammad presenting the College 
Shield to the Chief Guest
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Deputy Chairman Board of Governors visiting the  
Biology Club

Deputy Chairman Board of Governors visiting the  
Computer Club

Deputy Chairman Board of Governors asking questions from 
the students

Deputy Chairman Board of Governors showing keen interest 
in the exhibition

Deputy Chairman Board of Governors visits Electronics Club Deputy Chairman Board of Governors observing  
volcanic eruption
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Get together of Ex Hallians at their Alma Mater Principal Shaking hand with Ex Hallians

Ex Hallian getting Award A Hallian receiving Award

The Principal exchanging views with old Ex Hallians Group photo of Ex Hallians who are passing out from PMA
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Hockey needs good planning Players enjoying the victory

Stamina is tested in football match A scene of basketball match

Symbol of good will A Group photo with Chief Guest
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Enjoying Victory Awards encourage the sportsmen

Well done! Keep it up! Football needs stamina

Sports Week Celebrations Momentous time of the year
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Life is like a race Can we forget this moment?

Preparation for the completion It is only a tug of war

Who keeps on wins the race Getting closer to the aim


